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Blackfin is spinning

Get started using Blackfin now: 
analog.com/blackfin-is-everywhere

Scratch vinyl goes digital
Professional DJs gave Denon a special request: “We want to play MP3s 
with all the features of our vinyl rigs, including scratch, reverse, brake,
filter, and flanger.” But enabling these user control needs, coupled with 
near-zero latency of audio encoding and decoding, required a unique 32-bit
processor. So Denon cued up Blackfin®. With 800 MMACS performance at 
$5 cost, Blackfin scratched the competition. Now Blackfin is everywhere,
bringing the beats.
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THE POWER MANAGEMENT LEADER

DESIGN IT YOUR WAY ...
6A,12A,18A, YOU CHOOSE

for more information call 1.800.981.8699 or visit us at 
http://powirplus.irf.com

myPOWER™ Delivers Optimized Performance, On-line Hardware Customization and Simulation

Part 
Number

Input 
Voltage

Output 
Voltage

Output 
Current

Swithcing
Frequency Power Semi BOM Delivery 

Time Comments

IRPP3637-06A 5V 1.25V 6A 600kHz IR3637AS, IRF8910

24-48Hrs
Standard Ref Design

Fixed BOMIRPP3637-12A 12V 1.8V 12A 400kHz IR3637S, IRF7823, 
IRF7832Z

IRPP3637-18A 12V 3.3V 18A 400kHz IR3637S, IRLR8713, 
IRLR7843

IRPP3637-06AC

3.0V to 
13.2V

0.8V to 
5.0V

Up to 6A

400kHz or 
600kHz

Various

1-2 Wks

Customizable Ref Design
BOM confi gurable 

on-line. 
Operating range defi ned 

is NOT 
possible with one BOM

IRPP3637-12AC Up to 12A Various

IRPP3637-18AC Up to 18A Various

International Rectifier’s new expanded
myPOWER™ online design tool now
includes chipsets that offer dependable
reference designs and enhanced on-line
design service. The first chipsets are
based on IR’s IR3637S & IR3637AS
controllers, targeted at single-phase
synchronous buck converter applications.

IR3637 IC Features
• 1% accurate, 0.8 V referencce
• Internal 400 kHz/600 kHz oscillator 
• Soft-start function
• Short circuit protection

myPOWER is a trademark of International Rectifier Corporation.

IRPP3637-06A IRPP3637-12A IRPP3637-18A

5Vin / 1.25Vout

@ 6A & 600kHz ~1.0in2

12Vin / 1.8Vout

@ 12A & 400kHz ~1.5in2

12Vin / 3.3Vout

@ 18A & 400kHz~2.0in2

1. Enter Requirements
5. Buy

2. Select Design 4. Full Bom

3. Simulate, Analyze and Configure
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© 2006 National Instruments Corporation. All rights reserved. CVI, LabVIEW, National Instruments, NI, and ni.com are trademarks of
National Instruments. Other product and company names listed are trademarks or trade names of their respective companies.  7354-101

Multiple Mixed-Signal Environments. 
One Test Platform.

NI Modular Instruments – The Accuracy 
of Design at the Speed of Production 
With NI modular instruments, you can reuse the same platform
across multiple environments – from high-accuracy design to 
high-speed manufacturing. Using National Instruments LabVIEW 
and LabWindows/CVI, you can easily customize measurements 
and rapidly automate manufacturing tests. Built on high-speed 
buses and patented technologies, NI modular instruments for 
PXI and PCI include:

• NI PXI-5922 – the highest-resolution digitizer
• NI PXI-4071 – the most accurate 71/2-digit multimeter
• NI PXI-5660 and PXI-5671 – 10X faster RF measurements 
• NI PXI-6552 – advanced digital ATE features 

From DC to RF, NI modular instruments power measurements 
from prototype to production.

To read a technical white paper on how NI modular instruments 
can reduce mixed-signal test time and increase accuracy, 
visit ni.com/modularinstruments. (800) 891 8841

Choose from a complete set of PXI chassis, 
controllers, and modular instruments from NI.

PXI Chassis 3U, 6U, rack-mount, 4 to 18 slots
PXI Controllers Remote or embedded
Digitizers/Oscilloscopes Up to 24 bits, 250 MS/s
Signal Generators Up to 16 bits, 200 MS/s
High-Speed Digital I/O Up to 400 Mb/s
RF Up to 6.6 GHz, 20 MHz RTB
Digital Multimeters Up to 71⁄2 digits, LCR, 1,000 V
Programmable Power Supplies Up to 20 W, 16 bits
Audio Analyzers Up to 24 bits, 500 kS/s
Switches Multiplexers, matrices, RF, relays
Multifunction I/O Analog I/O, digital I/O, counters
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Accurate clocks
optimize network
service

73Atomic clocks extend
signal holdover to
maintain accurate

network timing and ensure
consistent service quality during 
a GPS outage. 

by Jim Olsen and Kishan Shenoi,
Symmetricom Inc

The 33rd Annual 
Microprocessor
Directory:
Nontrivial pursuit

46Welcome to the 33rd
annual EDN Micro-
processor/Microcon-

troller Directory. Successful pro-
cessor offerings for embedded-
application designers stress the
optimum balance of processing
performance, power consumption,
development resources, and bill-
of-materials costs. The continuing,
growing importance of an optimum
balance of application-specific
features and peripherals is a focus
of this year’s update of the
directory.

by Robert Cravotta,
Technical Editor

Fabrics get smart

39Electroactive textiles
serve as switches,
sensors, and more. 

by Joseph Ogando,
Senior Editor, Design News
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6 reasons
to buy direct

from Coilcraft

Factory-fresh
products
No surplus or
obsolete stock4

Next day
delivery
Order up to
5 p.m. CST3

Complete RoHS
inventory
The latest parts,
fully documented5

Full tech
support
Talk directly to
our engineers6

No minimum
order
Buy only what
you need2

All values
in stock
If it’s in our catalog,
it’s on our shelf1

6 reasons
to buy direct

from Coilcraft

Because we’re our own distributor,
we guarantee that you can source
any Coilcraft part with a single call.

We stock the latest RoHS-
compliant products and 99%
of your orders ship the
same day they’re received!

Whether you need 10 pieces or 10,000,
the one place to buy all your Coilcraft
magnetics is Coilcraft Direct.

RoHS
COMPLIANT

Any part. Any quantity. Any time.
800-322-2645 buy.coilcraft.com
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Electronics, Inc.
143 Sparks Ave. Pelham, NY 10803 • Call Toll Free 800-431-1064 • Fax: 914-738-8225

See PICO’s full Catalog Immediately on the internet

www.picoelectronics.com
E-mail: info@picoelectronics.com

PICO Transformers
and Inductors

Over 5000 Standard

From .19”ht.

Send for free 180 pg PICO Catalog

Audio Transformers
Impedance Levels 10 ohms to 250k ohms,
Power Levels to 3 Watts, Frequency Response
±3db 20Hz to 250Hz. All units manufactured
and tested to MIL-PRF-27. QPL Units
available.

Power & EMI
Inductors
Ideal for noise, spike and Power Filtering
Applications in Power Supplies, DC-DC
Converters and Switching Regulators

Pulse Transformers
10 Nanoseconds to 100 Microseconds. ET
Rating to 150 Volt Microsecond, Manufactured
and tested to MIL-PRF-21038.

Multiplex Data Bus
Pulse Transformers
Units are electrical equivalents of QPL MIL-
PRF-21038/27. Manufactured to MIL-STD-
1553 Command Response Military Data Bus
Requirements designed to meet MAC AIR
SPEC A3818, A5690, A5232 and A4905.
QPL M21038/27 units available in plug-in.

DC-DC Converter
Transformers
Input voltages of 5V, 12V, 24V And 48V.
Standard Output Voltages to 300V (Special
voltages can be supplied). Can be used as self
saturating or linear switching applications. All
units manufactured and tested to MIL-PRF-27.

400Hz/800Hz
Power Transformers
0.4 Watts to 150 Watts. Secondary Voltages 5V
to 300V. Units manufactured to MIL-PRF-27
Grade 5, Class S (Class V, 1550C available).

Surface Mount
(Thru-Hole Available)

DELIVERY

stock to one week
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For several weeks, my family has been
using a Toshiba (www.toshiba.com)
HD-A1 HD-DVD player. (Watch for
an account on the player’s design in an
upcoming EDN “Prying Eyes” story.)

The Toshiba player clearly offers a
better picture than that of a standard
DVD player. But the HD-DVD player
doesn’t provide the wow factor that
DVD first offered over VHS tapes. And
the HD-DVD experience isn’t even in
the same wow zip code compared with
the first time I watched a live football
game or even a TV drama in HD. In
fact, a progressive-scan DVD player
playing standard DVDs is almost as
good as an HD-DVD player playing
HD movies.

I haven’t yet used a Blu-Ray player
at home. And I know it’s not always
fair to compare the viewing experi-
ence in a store. But I was even more
disappointed by Blu-Ray in a local
store. I discussed the issue with our
multimedia expert, Brian Dipert, and
he speculates that Blu-Ray is inferior
because available titles use older

MPEG-2 encoding, whereas HD-
DVD titles use MPEG-4. Ironically,
Sony has continually pointed to the
need to use MPEG-2 as a reason for
the industry to adopt the higher capac-
ity Blu-Ray technology.

Still, neither is going to win the
hearts of consumers who want to watch
movies. The list of available titles is
sparse, and the popular ones cost
around $30. I know both can play
DVDs. But I can’t see consumers mov-
ing in any significant numbers to a new
player until the players are cheap. And
I’m not suggesting the typical scenario
in which mainstream buyers come after
early adopters. I’m suggesting an even
slower uptake.

Does that mean that HD-DVD and
Blu-Ray drives won’t sell before player
prices hit $100? Not exactly. Certain-
ly, computer applications such as back-
up and archive will adopt the new stor-
age technologies.

The game-console battle, however,
will likely select the winner between
HD-DVD and Blu-Ray. Today, Xbox

360 titles offer only 720-pixel resolu-
tion despite the fact that the console
supports higher resolutions. Current
DVD technology doesn’t offer enough
capacity to support higher resolutions
and the lengthy story lines and capa-
cious scenery in popular games. Both
HD-DVD and Blu-Ray can enable
more compelling games.

So, the real battle in the next-gen-
eration DVD market won’t come down
to movies or the $150 million promo-
tional package that Microsoft (www.
microsoft.com), HP (www.hp.com),
Warner Brothers (www.warnerbros.
com), Paramount (www.paramount.
com), and others are planning to hype
HD-DVD movies. Instead, it will like-
ly come down to how Sony delivers on
the PS3.

Just before I wrote this column, a
number of blogs picked up a story about
yields for the Cell processor being a
huge problem for IBM (www.ibm.
com)—which is making the chip for
Sony. The story originated from an
interview that our sister publication,
Electronic News, did with an IBM exec-
utive (see www.reed-electronics.com/
electronicnews/article/CA6350202).
The executive may have been speaking
only theoretically about yields for com-
plex digital chips, but Sony did take a
number of risks on the PS3, with both
the choice of the Cell processor and the
dependence on Blu-Ray.

Time will tell whether Sony can
deliver PS3 this year in acceptable
quantities and at the price target. Even
if the company does, it will take a huge
up-front loss from Cell yield problems
and the expensive Blu-Ray choice. In
the end, though, it may be game con-
tent that matters. But will the Cell
processor really help Sony there?
Today, in the Xbox 360, extra cores sit
idle while software developers figure
out how to harness available horse-
power. Developers will have a tougher
time taming the Cell.EDN

You can reach me at 1-858-748-6785 or
mgwright@edn.com.

BY MAURY WRIGHT, EDITOR IN CHIEF

ve followed the HD-DVD-versus-Blu-Ray skirmish for
supremacy in next-generation DVDs for years. I think Sony
(www.sony.com) cares little about the best technology or
what’s best for consumers and only about generating a royalty
stream by having its IP (intellectual property) adopted as it
did with audio CDs. Clearly, HD-DVD is a cheaper approach;

old manufacturing equipment can make the HD-DVDs. And, despite
what Sony may argue, Blu-Ray doesn’t offer a superior picture,
although it does offer a bit more storage capacity. Today, however,
I’m of the opinion that consumers won’t rush to either flavor—at
least not to watch movies.

I’
HD-DVD and Blu-Ray 
lack wow at debut
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E D N . C O M M E N T
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E-T-A Circuit Breakers

Thermal

Thermal Magnetic

Magnetic

High Performance

Electronic

WWW.E-T-A.COM
1-800-462-9979

Many circuit protection applications appear the same but every application
is different requiring a specific circuit protection solution. Only E-T-A
provides the most complete range of available circuit protection technologies.

More technologies allow for superior, more precise circuit protection. It is
critical that your design is protected with the correct circuit protection.
Your reputation depends on it.

One call to E-T-A will ensure your design has the right circuit protection
technology to enhance your products safety, reliability and brand 
reputation.

No two circuit breaker 
applications are alike

Only E-T-A offers 
more technologies

Go to www.e-t-a.com/ipod7 for your chance to win one of 
10 video iPods®

X8345-D01 
Modular power distribution 
system for telecommunications,
power supplies, switchgear,
instrumentation and process 
control applications.
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We Create BGA Solutions 
From The Drawing Board 

To The PC Board. 

From concept to completion, Advanced is your single source for comprehensive

BGA socketing systems. We specialize in economical, dependable alternatives 

to direct device attach, with an array of innovative solutions for any stage of

development. Whether you’re using BGA, LGA or CSP devices in prototype or

production applications — you can be sure we’re with you every step of the way.

To learn more, visit us online at

http://www.bgasockets.com

or call 1.800.424.9850.

And Every Step In Between.
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5 Energy Way, West Warwick, Rhode Island 02893 USA

Standard Eutectic or
Optional Lead-free
Advanced now offers select BGA sockets
with lead-free solder ball terminals to comply
with worldwide directives.
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pulse
INNOVATIONS & INNOVATORS

Targeting a variety of measurement
applications, including event count-
ing, frequency measurements, posi-

tion measurement, pulse counting, pulse-
width modulation, and pulse generation,
Acces I/O Products recently announced
the USB-CTR-15 embedded digital coun-
ter/timer board. The board’s plug-and-
play features allow users to easily add
counter/timer capabilities to any PC or
embedded system with a USB 1.1 or USB
2.0 port. The USB-CTR-15 has a maxi-
mum input frequency of 10 MHz and in-
cludes five undedicated 82C54 count-
er/timer chips, each with three independ-
ent software-programmable, 16-bit coun-
ters. I/O-wiring connections are through a

50-pin IDC (insulation-displacement con-
nector) or a removable screw-terminal-
adapter board.

The board measures 3.550�3.775 in.
and includes mounting holes compatible
with the PC/104 form factor. The USB-
CTR-15 supports use in most operating
systems and includes a free Linux- and
Windows-compatible software package
with sample programs and source code in
Visual Basic and C��. The USB-CTR-
15 standard model with a steel enclosure
is available now and sells for $249, and
the board-only OEM version costs $199.

—by Warren Webb
�Acces I/O Products, www.
accesio.com.

Quad-core DSP packs performance and features

The MSC8144 from Freescale
packs four StarCore SC3400 DSP
cores along with 10.5 Mbytes of in-

ternal memory, dual gigabit-Ethernet in-
terfaces that support SGMII (serial-giga-
bit media-independent interface) and
RGMII (reduced-gigabit media-independ-
ent interface), and a 16-bit UTOPIA (uni-
versal test and operations physical inter-
face for ATM). The package also includes
a 4�/1� Serial RapidIO interface and
2048 TDM (time-division-multiplexing)
DS-0 channels to connect to PSTNs
(public-switched-telephone networks).
The MSC8144 targets wire-line- and
wireless-infrastructure applications for
voice, video, and data services. Additional
on-chip peripherals include a DDR-I/II
controller and a 66-MHz, 32-bit PCI-bus
interface. 

Freescale based the MSC8144 on the
StarCore SC3400 DSP core. It includes a
number of techniques to support a 1-GHz

clock operating frequency. The SC3400
DSP core includes new SIMD (single-in-
struction-multiple-data) instructions, as
well as exception and branch prediction.
The SC3400 core includes instructions
for Viterbi and video algorithms. Each core
has a 16-kbyte instruction cache, a 32-
kbyte data cache, and a memory-man-
agement unit. The device employs a qual-
ity-of-service technique for self-balancing
the load. It employs user-transparent L2-
cache-port interleaving to improve per-
formance by 5 to 20%. The DMA auto 
initialization, granularity, and core-offload
buffer-chaining scheme reduce the over-
head of programming the core and im-
prove memory efficiency, especially with
SDRAM. Improvements in the pipeline
limiter reduce the performance bottle-
neck for the TDM bus. The hardware-
based background-cache-sweep opera-
tion helps avoid core stalls.

Because the SC3400 instruction set is

a superset of the SC140 instructions, the
MSC8144 software is fully binary- and
assembly-code-compatible with Free-
scale’s multiple- and single-core DSPs
based on the StarCore technology. Free-
scale’s CodeWarrior integrated develop-
ment environment supports development
for the MSC8144. It includes optimizing
C/C�� compilers, profiling tools, cycle-
and instruction-accurate simulators, de-
vice drivers, and operating systems. It
comes with a hardware-development-
platform and reference-board design.
Enea’s (www.enea.com) OSEck RTOS
supports the MSC8144, with a pre-emp-
tive and compact real-time kernel. The
MSC8144 will be available for general
sampling beginning in the third quarter of
2006 in 1-GHz and 800-MHz versions in
a 783-pin, 29�29-mm FC-PBGA pack-
age for $180 (10,000).

—by Robert Cravotta
�Freescale, www.freescale.com.

USB counter/timer boasts 15 16-bit counters

EDITED BY FRAN GRANVILLE

AUGUST 3, 2006  |  EDN 25

The USB-CTR-15 embedded digital count-
er/timer board allows users to quickly add
15 software-programmable, 16-bit coun-
ters to any available USB port.
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Start-up Cswitch Corp
this month introduced a
novel configurable-logic

chip targeting packet-process-
ing applications in networking,
wireless base stations, and
telecom-infrastructure applica-
tions. The device comprises a
heterogeneous array that inter-
sperses rows of general-pur-
pose logic cells—much like
those in conventional FPGAs—
with rows of SRAM-configured
RAM and CAM (content-ad-
dressable-memory) blocks,
ALUs (arithmetic-logic units),
and specialized packet-pro-
cessing blocks. The intent, ac-
cording to the company’s pres-
ident and chief executive offi-
cer, Doug Laird, is to serve the
growing number of applica-
tions that must process packe-
tized data at wire speed with a
device much faster and lower
in power—for these applica-
tions—than a conventional FP-
GA but with much lower in-
vestment and time to market
than an ASIC would require. In
effect, the product is an appli-
cation-specific FPGA.

I/O surrounds the config-
urable fabric. Configurable
SERDES (serializer/deserializ-
er) blocks, each of which can
support PCI Express, XAUI
(10-Gbit-attachment-unit-in-
terface), Fibre Channel, or gi-
gabit-Ethernet connections,

Radical FPGA takes on
packet processing

DILBERT By Scott Adams 

line the chip. Similarly config-
urable MAC (media-access-
controller) blocks back up
these SERDES blocks. Pro-
grammable I/O pins, some of
which can serve as config-
urable, high-speed DRAM
ports, fill the other two edges of
the die.

The fabric covering the inte-
rior of the die includes alter-
nating rows of six kinds of con-
figurable blocks. The most fa-
miliar of these, configurable-
logic blocks, use a convention-
al four-input-look-up-table ar-
chitecture. Rows of 1-GHz oc-
tal ALUs perform computation-
al or statistical operations on
packet contents. Packet-pro-
cessing blocks parse headers
and extract payloads at 800
MHz.

In support of these blocks,
the chip provides rows of 1-
GHz specialized memory
blocks that you can configure
as RAM, primary CAM, or terti-
ary CAMs for buffering, ad-
dress mapping, pattern search-
ing, or even, with clever use of
the other blocks, general-ex-
pression processing. The chip
also has rows of conventional
single- and dual-port RAMs.
The application-specific archi-
tecture provides smaller blocks
of dual-port RAM, assuming
that they will act as interblock-
buffer memories, and larger

blocks of single-port RAM for
parameter and packet storage.

Interconnect for the chip dif-
fers dramatically from that for
general-purpose FPGAs. Be-
cause designers can express
most data-plane-packet pro-
cessing as data-flow architec-
tures, Cswitch eliminates the
use of the elaborate mesh of
varying-length, varying-orienta-
tion interconnect segments
typical of an FPGA in favor of
simple, nearest neighbor, or-
thogonal routing. These short
segments are fast and 20 bits
wide, and you can subdivide
them into groups of 5 bits.
Each terminates in a regis-
tered, fully populated crossbar
switch that connects the inter-
connect segments into the log-
ic fabric and to each other.
Thus, a flow-through datapath
design that uses nearest
neighbor interconnection be-
comes a fully registered pipe-
line. This approach allows the
chip to receive, edit, classify,

pulse
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and store
packets at a 1-

GHz rate, accord-
ing to Laird. Designs

that require less orderly
interconnect must daisy-chain
signals through segments and
crossbars, resulting in longer—
but highly predictable—inter-
connect delays.

The utility of such a design
depends on its tools, for which
Cswitch has partnered with
Magma Design Automation
(www.magma-da.com), estab-
lishing a design flow that incor-
porates Blast Create and Blast
FPGA tools, along with appli-
cation-specific libraries and
Cswitch-specific mapping and
timing files. Designs for imple-
mentation in the Cswitch chip
would typically combine com-
plex library functions, explicit
instances of the various C-
switch configurable blocks, and
Verilog. Magma is inferring
Cswitch structures directly
from Verilog, according to
Magma product director, San-
jay Bali, but only for relatively
obvious cases, such as map-
ping combinatorial logic onto
the logic blocks and multiplica-
tions onto the ALUs.

So far, Cswitch has done test
chips of the SERDES blocks
with its foundry, Chartered
Semiconductor (www.chartered
semi.com), in its 90-nm CMOS
process. Laird expects a full
tape-out of the company’s
high-end chip in September.

—by Ron Wilson
�Cswitch Corp, www.
cswitch.com.

Cswitch’s 
heterogeneous 
architecture com-
bines rows of applica-
tion-specific and general 
configurable-logic blocks 
with “Manhattan”-type nearest
neighbor buses.
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Applications

– Flat panel displays

– Television monitors

– MP3 docking stations

Features:

TPA3000D Product Family

– Optimized for low EMI

– Best in class audio 

performance and efficiency 

(up to 92%)

– Industry leading pop/click

performance  

– Reduced pin-out and board 

layout complexity

TPA3100D2/3101D2

– 2x20W or 2x10W 

– Wide voltage operating 

range (10V to 26V)

– Auto-recovery from error 

conditions

TPA3200D1

– 1x20W

– I2S input single-chip digital 

solution

– Thermal and short-circuit 

protection

Next Generation Class-D Audio Amps 
TPA3100D2 – Low EMI, 20W Stereo Flat Panel Display Solution

AUDIO

Texas Instruments delivers a compelling portfolio of products for flat panel display and home
audio applications – digital and analog input Class-D audio amps, ADCs, DACs, codecs,
audio processors, power and clock management ICs. Order the Audio Solutions Guide to see
the complete spectrum of products that meet the demands of your audio signal chain.

Technology for Innovators and the red/black banner are trademarks of Texas Instruments. 1200A0 © 2006 TI

Technology for InnovatorsTM

Output PSSR  Price  
Device Input Power THD + N (dB) (1KU)
TPA3100D2 Analog 20Wx2 .11% 70 $3.50
TPA3101D2 Analog 10Wx2 .09% 70 $3.10
TPA3200D1 Digital 20Wx1 .2% 73 $2.95

TPA3100D2–Optimized for Low EMI

FCC part 15 Class-B limit
TPA3100D2 test results
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www.ti.com/tpa3000family 800.477.8924, ext. 2744

Get evaluation modules, 
samples, datasheets 
(includes EMI report) and the
NEW Audio Solutions Guide at
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Since EDN last covered
digital-power control-
lers, three more digital-

power-controller ICs have ap-
peared: Microchip’s new part is
a close-the-loop-digitally de-
vice; Maxim’s is a hybrid ap-
proach in that the control loop
is still analog, but the power
management and communica-
tion are digital; and Primarion’s
new addition to its Di-POL
(point-of-load) family uses a
PID-control loop (see “Digital
power lures system architects,
power-supply vendors,” EDN,
May 25, 2006, pg 46, www.
edn.com/article/CA6335298).
When you add this influx of
parts to the digital-control and
-management parts from
Texas Instruments (www.ti.
com), Zilker Labs (www.zilker
labs.com), and Silicon Labs
(www.silabs.com), you get the
indication that power-supply-
chip vendors view digital pow-
er as worth their serious atten-
tion (see “A bit-o’-power: digi-
tally controlled power conver-
sion,” EDN, July 21, 2005, pg
59, www.edn.com/article/
CA624951).

Digital-power controllers offer
digital and analog architecture

Microchip’s dsPIC30F1010/
202X family relies on the
company’s DSC (digital-sig-
nal-control) engine to deliver a
complete digital-power-control
loop with 1-nsec PWM (pulse-
width-modulation) resolution
and 2M-sample/sec perform-
ance from its built-in 10-bit
ADC.

Unlike digital-power con-
trollers that rely on a dedicat-
ed hardware-PID controller,
the chips do not adhere to any
one control algorithm or topol-
ogy. “Any algorithm you can
conceive, you can code up,”
says Brian Kris, staff architect
for Microchip. In addition, direct
communication between the
ADC, the PWM, and the ana-
log comparators in the form 
of a configurable control fab-
ric allows you to configure
their intercommunication upon
start-up. For example, says
Kris, “You can automate the
precise taking of voltage and
current measurements during
each cycle and trigger an
asynchronous conversion pro-
cess.” The parts also have mul-
tiple analog comparators that

allow you to select from a vari-
ety of input references to mod-
ify the behavior of the PWM
generators—for example, to
assert the output of the PWM
generator for feedforward
compensation. Prices for the
two-chip set start at $2.99.

Like the previous member
of Primarion’s Di-POL family
of digital-power controllers,
the PX7510, the PX7520 is
PID-control-loop-based. The
new part offers dual-phase-
control capability at a switch-
ing frequency of 150 kHz to 2
MHz in addition to the Di-POL-
family features, such as a
PMBus/I2C serial interface, a
library of 60 common PMBus
commands, internal voltage
and temperature referencing,
and an internal oscillator.

pulse
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Linear Technology (www.linear.
com) will act as a second
source for the part.

The MAX8688 from Maxim
serves designers seeking to
add digital-power-communica-
tion and -management ability
to legacy analog power sup-
plies. The chip interfaces with
the system controller through
the PMBus, sending and re-
ceiving system-level control
queries and commands, such
as peak-temperature, output-
current, and output-voltage
data for all of the power-sub-
system modules. This ap-
proach allows the system con-
troller to poll each module at
fixed intervals and log the in-
formation for future analysis of
field failures. The chip taps into
the enable node, the feedback
node, or the reference input of
the power supply’s analog-
control circuitry to provide volt-
age tracking and sequencing,
as well as setting the output
voltage at within �0.2% accu-
racy over the �40 to �85�C
industrial-temperature range.
The MAX8688 requires a
3.3V�10% supply voltage
and can control output volt-
ages of 0 to 5.5V. Prices start
at $1.95.

—by Margery Conner
�Microchip, www.microchip.
com.
�Primarion, www.primarion.
com.
�Maxim, www.maxim-ic.com.

6- TO 12-kBYTE
FLASH

PROGRAM MEMORY

INTERNAL 1%
RC OSCILLATOR

WITH PLL

UART

SPI

I2C

256- TO
512-BYTE

DATA SRAM

THREE 16/32-BIT
TIMERS

I/O
PORTS

INTELLIGENT POWER
PERIPHERAL

SIX- TO 12-CHANNEL,
2000k-SAMPLE/SEC,

10-BIT ADC

TWO TO FOUR 20-nSEC
ANALOG COMPARATORS 
WITH PROGRAMMABLE

REFERENCES

DSPIC30F1010/202X
DSPIC DSC CORE

� 16-BIT ALU
� 16�16-BIT MULTIPLY/
   ACCUMULATE FUNCTION
� DUAL 40-BIT 
   ACCUMULATORS
� 30 MIPS

POWER-SUPPLY PWM
� 16-BIT, TWO TO FOUR CHANNELS
� 1-NSEC-DUTY-CYCLE RESOLUTION
� PUSH-PULL
� PHASE-SHIFTABLE OUTPUTS

Microchip’s programmable DSC engine allows you to implement any control algorithm in the dsPIC
30F1010/202X digital-power controller, and the control fabric linking the DSC, the PWM, the analog
comparators, and the 10-bit ADC allows the topology to change based on transient conditions.

FROM THE VAULT
“It may not be true right now, but the
time will come when the cost of MSI
[medium-scale integration] will be-
come lower than the cost of the boards
that it goes on. And today, the intercon-
nection cost for MSI is still significant
when compared to the cost to dupli-
cate the same job with LSI [large-scale
integration].”
Bob Noyce, then president of Intel, EDN, Sept 15, 1971
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RF Transceiver
     CC1100

RF Transceiver
     CC2500

4 mm x 4 mm

NEW!
Low-Power RF Selection Guide

Datasheets and Samples

Technology for Innovators and the red/black banner are trademarks of Texas Instruments.  1556A0 © 2006 TI

Technology for InnovatorsTM

Low-Power RF

www.ti.com/cc2500-1100 800.477.8924, ext. 2500

The new CC2500 and CC1100 RF transceivers from Texas Instruments are the
industry’s lowest system cost, multi-channel radios for low-power wireless
applications. Operating in the 2.4 GHz (CC2500) and sub-1 GHz (CC1100)
frequency bands, the devices include several useful digital features like full packet
handling, FIFO buffers, clear channel assessment, wake-on-radio and more.

2.4 GHz and Sub-1 GHz RF ICs
Ultra-Low-Power, Small Footprint, Lowest System Cost

Applications

– Wireless game controllers

– Wireless keyboard/mouse

– Automatic meter reading

– Wireless audio

– Alarm and security systems

– Home and building automation

Features

– Reference design with 

two-layer PCB with all 

components mounted 

on the same side

– Very small footprint:

4 x 4 mm, 20-pin QLP package

– Programmable data rate 

from 1.2 to 500 kbps

– Robust solutions with 

excellent selectivity and 

blocking performance

– Few external components

– Very low current consumption 

CC2500/CC1100:

– TX: 21.2/16.0 mA at 0 dBm

– RX: 13.3/15.2 mA at 250 kbps

– Pricing: $1.75 in 1K
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Why did you pick engi-
neering as a profession? 

I’ve always been a
problem solver, a

dreamer, and a tinkerer. When
I was growing up, after com-
ing to the conclusion that I
wasn’t going to be one of the
childhood favorites, like police
officer, firefighter, profession-
al athlete, or garbage collec-
tor, I discovered that there
was the profession called en-
gineering for which people
actually got paid to solve hard
problems, dream, and tinker. I
think this idea was cemented
in high school when I got to
start doing the really cool
math.

Can you briefly summarize
the engineering back-
ground that led to your
current position? 

I started with Bell
Laboratories designing

signaling protocols for the
voice network. I became part
of a team implementing Sig-

naling System No. 7. This step
started me on the path to de-
ploying new database sys-
tems in the AT&T network and
eventually down the manage-
ment path. I took the experi-
ence to directing R&D at a
small start-up-like company,
which made encryption mod-
ules and radios. After five
years, I found myself at Digi

International, where I have
been for the past five years.
Digi was not then into tele-
com, wireless, security, or em-
bedded modules. Today, we
are into all of those things, so
previous experience has real-
ly helped.

What are the biggest tech-
nical challenges that you
face in your segment of
the industry? 

I don’t know whether
you would directly call

them technical, but they are
certainly implementation chal-
lenges. The biggest two are
figuring out ways to get quali-
ty, customized products to
market faster and faster and
deciding on the combination or
right mix of wired and wireless
technologies for a market or
application. It doesn’t always
work to ask your customers,
because sometimes they don’t
know [what they want] until
they have it.

What type of engineering
talent do you look for, and
is it difficult to find? 

pulse
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VOICES
Digi’s Joel Young
Building better networks

J
oel Young is both vice president of research and de-
velopment and chief technical officer at Digi Inter-
national, where he leads projects to simplify device
networking. He has a bachelor’s degree in electrical

engineering and a master’s in computer science from the
University of Southern California (Los Angeles). He is on the
board of directors for the ITA (Industrial Telecommunications
Association) and is vice president for the Nebraska Center for
Excellence in Electronics.

A

A

A

First, we look for cre-
ative problem solvers

and good communicators.
That’s not to say that we don’t
look for pure engineering
skills, but people can learn en-
gineering skills. We’ve tried
outsourcing a fair amount of
work in the past, but I find that
the outsourced engineering is-
n’t good enough at creative
problem solving.

How will the trend toward
engineering outsourcing
affect future projects? 

I don’t plan on doing
outsourcing for any-

thing that requires a creative
solution or intellectual-proper-
ty development. I’ve found it
works better internally. We
might still return to outsourc-
ing some of our low-creativity
maintenance-of-line work, but
I don’t have any immediate
plans for this step. I must add,
however, that our company
has changed a lot over the
past few years. When I started,
we had more than 100 engi-
neers in pretty much one loca-
tion in the United States. Now,
we have a few more in engi-
neering, but they are scattered
over more than 10 locations,
including Europe. As such, we
have had to become skilled at
remote engineering manage-
ment.

What do you do for fun? 
In true engineering
form, there are many di-

mensions to this answer. I love
to build things; it doesn’t mat-
ter whether with wood or
wires. However, for unwinding,
nothing beats sitting down and
cranking on my Les Paul or
Strat guitars. Fortunately, my
children now like to play them,
as well. As a family activity,
camping is at the top of the list.

—by Warren Webb

A

A

A

“We’ve tried
outsourcing 
a fair amount
of work 
in the past,
but I find 
that the out-
sourced engi-
neering isn’t
good enough
at creative
problem 
solving.”
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16-bit touch controller for the best user experience.
In data conversion, analog is everywhere.

Improved sensitivity and environmental 
calibration—made possible by �-� conversion
For products with increasing feature convergence, finger-driven
navigation enhances the user experience—for designers as well
as consumers. The AD7142 capacitance-to-digital converter (CDC) 
with on-chip environmental compensation delivers unmatched 
touch control performance. It offers:

• Reliable performance over supply and temperature 
• Programmable functionality and touch sensitivity
• 50% lower power than competitive solutions
• Development tools, such as reference designs and 

host software, that reduce time to market

ADI also offers CDC solutions for measuring proximity, position, 
level, pressure, and humidity.

New online seminar:
View the “Innovative Human Interface Design Techniques Using 
CDCs” seminar at www.analog.com/onlineseminar-CDC.

www.analog.com/touchcontrol
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16-BIT
�-� CDC

SPI/I2C
INTERFACE

CALIBRATION
ENGINE

AD7142

With 14 inputs, the AD7142 can be programmed for a variety of navigation
functions including buttons, sliders, scroll wheels, and joypads.

16-bit �-� CDC … 
• <1 femtofarad resolution 
• Full power mode: <1 mA
• Low power mode: 50 �A
• Shutdown current: <2 �A
• Supply voltage: 2.6 V to 3.6 V 
• Automatic environmental calibration
• Automatic adaptive sensitivity
• SPI® or I2C® interface 
• 32-lead 5 mm � 5 mm LFCSP
• Price: $1.65 (1k quantities) 

… enabling multiple applications
• Consumer electronics
• Medical instrumentation
• Automotive applications
• Industrial equipment
• PC peripherals

592191_031.indd   1592191_031.indd   1 7/19/2006   2:43:24 PM7/19/2006   2:43:24 PM



Despite the efforts by
Nokia (www.nokia.
com) and Qualcomm

to guide the deployment of
mobile-TV services to DVB-H
(digital-video-broadcasting-
handheld) and MediaFlo tech-
nologies, respectively, those
aren’t the only choices. Giant
British Telecom, for instance,
stated early this year that it
would roll out digital-radio and
-TV services to handsets using
DAB (digital-audio-broadcast-
ing) technology. The company

plans to offer its DAB-based
Movio this summer with serv-
ice provider Virgin Mobile
(www.virginmobileusa.com).
Detractors, however, believe
DAB is far inferior to DVB-H in
video quality and the number

of channels that it offers. So,
many are welcoming the fact
that standards body ETSI
(European Telecommunica-
tions Standards Institute) has
just revised the DAB standard
to include support for the de-
livery of multimedia streams
over IP (Internet Protocol),
much like the technique that
the DVB-H standard, which
ETSI also controls, specifies.

Realistically, British Telecom
had little choice in selecting
DAB. The frequencies that

pulse
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The mobile-TV technology that finally dominates will employ open standards
and a competitive market, according to Nokia. “The analogy here is GSM [glob-
al system for mobile communication], which made possible personal telepho-
ny and affordable terminals,” says Harri Mannisto, director of
multimedia business at Nokia. “This was based on open
standards and a competitive ecosystem, and you have the
same possibility here for DVB-H [digital-video broadcast-
handheld], which will succeed for personal TV and video.”

Mannisto dismisses the idea of devices with multiple
mobile-TV technologies, in contrast to Qualcomm, which
has announced that it is working on a chip that will sup-
port its own MediaFlo technology, along with DVB-H and
ISDB-T (integrated services digital broadcasting-terres-
trial]. “In the ’90s, there was a lot of talk about DECT [dig-
ital enhanced cordless telecommunication] and GSM,
but you don’t hear that now,” says Mannisto. “The main-
stream has gone with the scale, and I believe the same
thing will happen here. There’ll be a lot of trials of tech-
nologies and some experimentation, but the main play-
ers will go with scale, and we believe that’s DVB-H.”

Yoram Solomon, senior director of mobile con-
nectivity at Texas Instruments, also believes that
DVB-H will win out against others, including DMB-
T (digital multimedia broadcasting for television),
ISDB-T, and MediaFlo, but believes that the mo-
bile-phone network will provide a complementa-
ry system. “DVB-H is going to be the primary
live, streaming model, but, if you want to watch
replays or video on demand, then you’re going
to go to cellular. Cellular is not going
away,” says Solomon.

—by Melanie Reynolds, Features Editor,
Electronics Weekly

�Nokia, www.nokia.com.
�Qualcomm, www.qualcomm.com.
�Texas Instruments, www.ti.com.

Main players will pick DVB-H for mobile TV

ETSI adds IP support 
to DAB, simplifying a 
DVB-H migration

GLOBAL  DES IGNER

CHINESE FAB
GETS POPULAR 
IP BLOCKS
Chinese fab SMIC (Semi-
conductor Manufacturing
International Corp) has just
added plans to support IP (in-
tellectual-property) cores from
ARM in 90-nm-chip designs.
The two companies an-
nounced that SMIC would of-
fer ARM’s low-power Metro
cores and high-performance
Advantage cores. The Metro
family targets portable devices
with power concerns, and the
Advantage cores fit a variety
of performance-centric net-
working, communications, and
computing applications. The
cores will be available to
SMIC customers by the fourth
quarter of 2006.

—by Maury Wright
�SMIC, www.smics.com.
�ARM, www.arm.com.

DVB-H uses are unavailable in
the United Kingdom and won’t
for several years be free of
analog-TV use. Now, however,
British Telecom will have the
flexibility of migrating its IP-
based service to multiple net-
work technologies, including
DVB-H and even Wi-Fi.

—by Maury Wright
�British Telecom, www.
bt.com.
�ETSI, www.etsi.org.
�Qualcomm, www.
qualcomm.com.

Some handhelds, such as the MM-
7400, can play video content from
MobiTV (www.mobitv.com) and
other sources (courtesy Sanyo,
www.sanyo.com).
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Integrated video filters with HD performance, guaranteed. 
In video signal paths, analog is everywhere.

High definition integrated video filters
• Selectable 6th-order video filters (HD, PS, or SD)
• Guaranteed 1 dB flatness out to 26.5 MHz
• Rejection: –43 dB @ 75 MHz
• Low group delay variation of 7 ns
• Excellent differential gain: 0.04% to 11%
• Excellent differential phase: 0.16° to 0.25°
• AC- or DC-coupled input/output
• Rail-to-rail output 
• Disable

Part
Number Channels SD HD Selectable

Gain
DC

Adjust
2:1
Mux

Price @ 
100k ($U.S.)

ADA4410-6 6 Y Y Y Y Y 1.80

ADA4411-3 3 Y Y Y Y Y 1.49

ADA4412-3 3 Y Y N Y N 1.29

Low cost, single-chip ICs offer industry’s best HD value
Looking for integrated antialiasing, reconstruction video filters that
deliver reliable HD quality video? Our new ADA441x family guaran-
tees a minimum flatness response of 1 dB out to 26.5 MHz, out of
band rejection of –43 dB @ 75 MHz, and 7 ns group delay variation
to enable the highest quality HD video. 

With buffer and 6th-order filter, dc offset adjust, as well as 2:1 input
mux, our single-chip ICs significantly streamline design development.
And since these filters are priced competitively with other integrated
solutions, yet offer superior performance, they provide greater value.
What’s more, designers can save as much as 40% compared to the
cost of discrete solutions.

Performance and value define video designs, and Analog Devices
defines the possibilities with industry-leading ICs, including:

• ADA4430-1 low power, standard definition (SD) integrated video filter 
• Encoders
• Decoders
• Switches/muxes
• Cable splitters 
• Display interface ICs

www.analog.com/HDvideofilters 
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Figure 1 illustrates the behavior of
three Sallen-Key lowpass filters using
signal-supply amplifiers. In the top
three curves, the diagram captures the
open-loop gain of each amplifier as the
response crosses 0 dB. During this test,
the configuration for all three amplifiers
is a dc noise gain of 1000V/V, or 60 dB.

you would expect for a little more than
a decade after the cutoff frequency of 1
kHz. Although the approximation
method does not impact or correct this
unexpected behavior, these filters use a
Butterworth design. After the cutoff fre-
quency, all three of the filter’s respons-
es show a slope of �40 dB/decade. You
would expect this response from a sec-
ond-order lowpass filter. Then, at some
point, the filter gain begins to increase
at a rate of 20 dB/decade. The difference
in the frequency response at the point
at which the three amplifiers change to
a positive slope depends on the ampli-
fier’s output impedance. As the ampli-
fier’s open-loop gain decreases, its
closed-loop output resistance increases.
Eventually, each filter’s response flattens
at the 0-dB crossing frequency of the op
amp’s open-loop gain. It is no coinci-
dence that the “flattening” of the filter
response occurs at this crossing. As the
frequency increases beyond this point,
the amplifier’s gain is less than 0 dB.

If you use a Sallen-Key lowpass filter,
some characterization is in order. You
can reduce the impact of the upward
trend in the filter’s response by follow-
ing the offending active filter with a
passive RC lowpass filter. The caveat to
this action is that the following filter
may interfere with the phase response
of your intended filter, which may cause
additional ringing in the time domain.
Further, this action also creates a stage
whose output is not low-impedance. 

Alternative filters can solve the prob-
lem without adding an RC filter. When
an inverting filter is an acceptable alter-
native, you can use a multiple-feedback
circuit,which does not display this rever-
sal in the gain response at higher fre-
quencies and does not swing the input
stage’s common-mode voltage.EDN

BY BONNIE BAKER

hen you design an analog, lowpass, antialiasing filter,
you would expect its gain amplitude to continuously
decrease beyond the filter’s cutoff frequency. For the
most part, this assumption is a safe one, but it’s not
necessarily true with the classic Sallen-Key lowpass-

filter design. The Sallen-Key filter attenuates any signals in the fre-
quency range above the cutoff frequency to a point, and then the
response turns around and starts to increase in gain with frequency.

In the diagram, the bandwidth of op
amps A, B, and C are 38 MHz, 2 MHz,
and 300 kHz, respectively.

A second set of three curves in this
figure shows the frequency response of
second-order, Sallen-Key lowpass filters
for each amplifier. The data indicates
that the lowpass filters are performing as

Sallen-Key lowpass-filter
stopband limitations 

,,
B A K E R ’ S  B E S T

Bonnie Baker is a senior applications engi-
neer at Texas Instruments and author of
A Baker’s Dozen: Real Analog Solu-
tions for Digital Designers. You can
reach her at bonnie@ti.com.
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Figure 1 Note the frequency response of three Butterworth, second-order lowpass
filters, along with the amplifier gain of each amplifier. The configuration for all three
filters is Sallen-Key. The amplifier-gain curves start at the top of the diagram at 60
dB, and the filter curves start at 0 dB.
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"Getting the components 
I need, when I need them.
That's important.

Getting to talk to engineers 
when I need technical support.
That's important, too.

Getting to sleep at night 
because I know my RoHS 
compliant parts are 
really compliant.
That's critical."

What's your distributor doing for you?™

Only at Newark InOne. You can download a 
Certificate of RoHS Compliance for any component 
we've flagged as compliant. Each "C of C" is backed 
by a rigorous 10-step quality process to assure 
compliance, plus an audit trail from our suppliers.

Go with the trusted source. www.newarkinone.com
1.800.463.9275

© 2006 Newark InOne, a registered trademark of Premier Farnell Corp.
All other trademarks, registered or unregistered, are the property 
of their respective holders.

Download Certificates of RoHS Compliance 
at our website, wherever you see this symbol.

RoHS Compliant
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T
he promise of wireless USB seems unbeatable—eliminate all
those little, somehow inflexible cables that make a rat’s nest of
everyone’s desktops, and turn where to put the printer into a
spatial-visualization test. But in reality, unless you have a large
number of peripherals, wireless-USB equipment has to be

extremely compact and inexpensive to avoid being more of a hassle than
those stinking wires. Therefore, in turn, the dongle that turns a USB port
on the PC into a wireless base station has to exploit the greatest possible
level of integration. But a single chip combining a USB wired interface,
controller, wireless baseband, and RF is still technically a little out of
reach. Here’s a look at how one vendor, Wisair, is approaching the prob-
lem today with a production-ready reference design.

The Cypress USB controller attaches directly to
Wisair’s 531 baseband/MAC (media-access-con-
troller) chip. This device, which Wisair designed in
130-nm CMOS, creates everything but the RF
portion of a WiMedia UWB (ultrawideband) radio
platform. The chip permits the wireless-USB link to
operate at 53 to 480 Mbps and still coexist with
nearby Bluetooth and 802.11a/b/g transceivers
without external filters.

The Wisair 531 teams with a 180-nm SiGe
(silicon-germanium) BiCMOS RF device,
the Wisair 502 wireless-USB PHY (physi-
cal layer). The 502 is a full OFDM (orthogo-
nal-frequency-division-multiplexing) RF sec-
tion, deploying three 528-MHz UWB sub-
bands within the 3.1- to 4.8-GHz band. To
aid integration, the chip requires less than
10 external components, including only one
crystal, and a integrates both a voltage-
controlled oscillator and a bandpass filter.
The chip supports two-way antenna diversi-
ty, and the company claims that the device
achieves effective bit rates to 480 Mbps at
ranges of greater than 10m.

Wireless USB in a dongle

PRY FURTHER AT EDN.COM

Go to www.edn.com/060803pry
for expanded analysis and addi-
tional artwork for Wisair’s
device.

+
RON WILSON • EXECUTIVE EDITORP R Y I N G  E Y E S

A wireless-USB hub starts with a connection
to the bus. Seeing no differential advantage in
designing its own USB interface until it could
integrate it into a single chip, Wisair pur-
chased the wired-USB transceiver, protocol
engine, RAM, and general-purpose microcon-
troller for its dongle in one package—in what
appears to be a Cypress Semiconductor
7C68013A USB high-speed peripheral chip.
Doing so gives it a fast 8051 and 16 kbytes
of memory to work with for system control,
interfacing the USB port to the wireless-base-
band device and driving the activity-monitor
LEDs.

Taking advantage of the RF chip’s ability to handle two
antennas, the reference design provides two loop
antennas embedded in the pc board. Note that they are
both in the same plane, keeping everything compact
but limiting the ability of antenna diversity to capture dif-
ficult signals. The silver connectors at the bases of the
antennas are test points.
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www.infineon.com/us/auto

© 2006 Infineon Technologies North America Corp. All rights reserved.

YOU MAKE no compromises when it comes to quality. That’s why we created

Automotive Excellence, the industry’s most rigorous zero-defect program.

AUTOMOTIVE EXCELLENCE redefines reliability and quality for automotive semicon-

ductors. We don’t settle for merely detecting defective parts. We develop holistic 

systems to prevent them, reducing costs and increasing customer satisfaction.

INFINEON HAS been dedicated to exceeding customer expectations in automotive

electronics for 35 years. Today, our broad technology portfolio includes IC solutions 

for power train, safety management, and body and convenience. Our commitment to

your success and our Automotive Excellence have earned us the #2 position in the

worldwide automotive semiconductor market.

WHEN YOU think of zero defects, think of the company dedicated to perfect 

quality with no compromises. Think Infineon.

THINK  Automotive Electronics.

THINK  Zero Defects.

THINK  Infineon.
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All trademarks and tradenames held within are properties of
their respective holders. © 2006 Toshiba America Electronic
Components, Inc. FLSH 06 105

I N N O V A T O R O F

M E M O R Y

NAND Flash

When it comes to MLC NAND,Toshiba
continues to tower above the rest.

Today’s applications are driving exponential growth in the need for data storage, and tomorrow will only see

that trend accelerate. Toshiba towers above the rest in delivering solutions to meet that need. With a

history of innovation and leadership in NAND Flash technology, Toshiba enables development of

feature-rich wireless and handheld products, and will be the storage solution powering future applica-

tions. • Toshiba is the world’s largest producer of MLC NAND Flash, and remains committed to supplying

industry-leading densities and geometries, including 70nm MLC technology (56nm in late 2006). That, along

with our ongoing investment in fabrication and production, is why no one is better able to provide the most

advanced MLC NAND-based solutions than Toshiba. • To find out how our MLC NAND leadership can help your

application stand above the rest, visit us at mlcnand.toshiba.com/edn.

mlcnand.toshiba.com/edn
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Rather than just a single material, elec-
troactive smart fabrics encompass many
combinations of textiles and electrically
conductive materials. Though manufac-
turers often base smart fabrics on elas-
tomeric fibers, such as Lycra, they can also
create them from a wide variety of syn-
thetic and even natural fibers. Various
knit, woven, and nonwoven fabrics can
all be smart, too. As for the electrical
properties, smart fabrics most commonly

contain fine metal wires, either in the
yarn of the fabric or in the fabric along-
side ordinary textile fibers. Other smart
fabrics get their electrical properties from
ICPs (inherently conductive polymers) or
nanocomposites deposited as coatings on
the fabric’s fibers.

All of these electroactive smart fabrics
have a way to go before they become
commonplace engineering materials.
Some of the textiles, particularly those

that rely on nanotechnology, are avail-
able only in quantities suitable for devel-
opment work. Others, although fully
commercial, may not have enough of a
track record to alleviate the kinds of tech-
nical concerns that design engineers
bring up within minutes of evaluating a
technology. “Smart fabric is still some-
thing of a black art,” says Maggie Orth,
president and founder of International
Fashion Machines, a developer of smart-
fabric products. 

Smart-fabric suppliers, for example, all
make compelling arguments for the use of
their technologies in various sensing sys-
tems. But only one company, NanoSon-
ic Inc, provides technical data about sen-
sor performance—in this case, strain
range, linearity, and hysteresis.

This lack of basic engineering informa-
tion may somewhat limit the use of smart
fabrics. Spyros Photopoulos, an analyst
who studies the smart-fabric market for
Venture Development Corp (www.vdc.
com), recently surveyed OEMs regarding
their plans for using smart fabrics and

f your idea of smart fabrics is a pair of khaki pants that sheds
food stains, think again. The smartest fabrics are becoming
electroactive, allowing them to address far more important
engineering problems than whether you wear your lunch to an
afternoon meeting. These textiles can help you build flexible
sensing systems, detect chemicals, generate mobile power, and

perform other tasks. “More than 70% of the surfaces we interact
with daily are textiles. Once those textiles can carry data and
electrical power, it opens up a huge new world of applications,”
says Stacey Burr, president of Textronics Inc, a developer of
smart-fabric technology.

I
FABRICS GET SMART
ELECTROACTIVE TEXTILES SERVE AS SWITCHES, SENSORS, AND MORE.

BY JOSEPH OGANDO • SENIOR EDITOR, DESIGN NEWS
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found that many expressed doubts about
the durability and performance of smart
fabrics. “Price is also a big issue,” he says.
“Many OEMs wouldn’t consider smart-

fabric technology without strong con-
sumer demand.”

Smart fabrics may also suffer from a
division within the design community.
“Electrical engineers and textile design-
ers don’t speak the same language,” says
Textronics’ Burr. And bringing these two

groups together goes beyond semantics.
Engineers need to know how to physically
integrate fabrics with traditional rigid
electronics, which requires new ap-
proaches to interface and interconnect
designs (see sidebar “Proceed with cau-
tion”).

PROCEED WITH CAUTION
Few people know more
about working with smart
fabrics than Maggie Orth.
She did her doctoral
work on them at the
Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (Cam-
bridge). She consults on
smart fabrics for OEMs.
She founded Internation-
al Fashion Machines,
which makes smart-fabric
products, and she has
created smart-fabric art.
Another electronic-textile
supplier even calls her
the godmother of smart-
fabric technology.

So it’s probably worth
listening to her when she
says that design engi-
neers need to move cau-
tiously when considering
whether they want to use
electronic smart fabrics.
“The thing about textiles
is that there are lots of
ways to do things,” she

says. “There are also a
lot of ways to mess up.”
To avoid messing up,
Orth asks some tough
questions at the begin-
ning of any application
she works on. Here are
three important ones: 

How will you connect
the textiles to the other
electronics? “I don't even
start a project if I don’t
know how I'm going to
connect all the electron-
ics,” she says, before not-
ing that traditional con-
nections sometimes
won’t work with “fussy”
e-textiles. Take soldering,
for instance. “Most tex-
tiles won’t stand up to
soldering temperatures.”
And rigid connectors can
interfere with the design
goals that pushed you
into textiles in the first
place. Over the years, she
has had to come up with

a number of nontradition-
al ways to marry elec-
tronic textiles with rigid
electronics. She has even
tied knots onto pc
boards.

Have you accounted
for unfamiliar failure
modes? “Remember that
the ‘e’ in ‘e-texile’ stands
for ‘electronic,’ which
means that you’re putting
electronics into products
that didn’t formerly have
them,” she says. E-textile
products often need to
be machine-washable, for
example, or they need to
be ironed. They may also
go through extreme flex
cycles that could break
the continuity of the con-
ductive material. Remem-
ber, too, that flexibility in
textiles goes beyond
understanding a mini-
mum radius as you would
for a flexible circuit.

“Flexibility in textiles is
different,” Orth says,
explaining that users can
often fold, crumple, and
twist textiles in ways that
a flex circuit need not
endure.

How much juice can
the textile really handle?
Orth advises engineers to
carefully look at—and
test—the current-carrying
capability of prospective
e-textiles. They currently
have no standard electri-
cal ratings, and the sup-
pliers don’t or can’t
reveal the gauge of the
tiny wires in a given tex-
tile. “Some of these wires
are no bigger than the
fiber itself,” Orth says,
adding that, in some
cases, yarns burned up
when designers subject-
ed them to electrical
loads similar to what
they’d see in use.

AT A G L A N C E
Smart fabrics encompass many

combinations of textiles and electri-
cally conductive materials.

Physically integrating fabrics with
traditional rigid electronics requires
new approaches to interfaces and
interconnections.

Carefully look at and test the cur-
rent-carrying capability of prospec-
tive textiles. Fibers may burn up
when you subject them to harsh
electrical environments.

One of smart fabrics’ biggest
potentials is their ability to sense
strain and serve in pressure-monitor-
ing systems.

�

�

�

�

Figure 1 Users can roll, crumple, or fold Eleksen’s textile pressure sensor, which finds
use in keyboards for mobile electronics.
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The smart-fabric applications that
have moved the furthest commercially
have involved switches and controls for
consumer electronics. The leader in this
field, Eleksen Ltd, has supplied touch-sen-
sitive fabric controls for products ranging
from electronics cases to ski jackets with
integrated, machine-washable controls
for audio players. The company has also
developed portable, wireless fabric key-
boards that you can roll, fold, or even
crumple (Figure 1).

Eleksen makes these fabric controls
from a multilayered fabric containing
three electroactive layers. Two outer con-
ductive layers surround an inner resistive
layer that separates the conductive layers
until someone presses them together, says
Andrew Newman, product manager at
Eleksen and one of the technology’s
developers. Eleksen then measures the
voltage drop at various points on the sur-
faces to determine where and how hard
someone presses the fabric. “We measure
the interaction in the x, y, and z direc-
tions,” says Newman, who adds that the
z-axis measurement gives a relative, rather
than an absolute, pressure reading. 

The company can supply a variety of
configurations, including single switches
or arrays of switches on a given fabric sur-
face. The company’s keyboards, for
example, use the array-of-switches ap-
proach. Newman notes that Eleksen’s fab-
ric, ElekTex, and the related electronics,
output an analog signal (Figure 2). So,
you can apply the same technology to

sliding control buttons, such as those for
volume or scrolling on a computer display. 

Although ElekTex applications cur-
rently focus squarely on consumer elec-
tronics, Newman sees some potential for
a variety of human-to-machine interface
applications. In automotive interiors and
appliances, the technology could find use
in software-configurable control panels
that can cover even deeply curved surfaces.
In one of the only indications of smart-fab-
ric durability, Eleksen has performed ex-

tensive mechanical testing of its products,
including subjecting them to 10 million
press cycles and hysteresis tests after 30,000
roll-up and folding cycles. “That’s far in
excess of what they would see in real life,”
says Newman (Reference 1).

Another switch application comes
from International Fashion Machines.
Orth has reimagined the ordinary house-
hold light switch as a capacitive touch
sensor in the shape of a pom-pom (Fig-
ure 3). At first glance, pom-pom switch-
es may seem frivolous. But consider that
Orth gets $129 for her light switch, which
has appeared in museum shows, compared
with approximately $2 for the ugly, plas-
tic commodity versions at the hardware
store. “Smart fabrics allowed me to cre-
ate a premium product,” she says. She’s
also got UL approval—no easy task—for
her switch. 

SENSE STRAIN AND MORE
For engineers, one of the biggest tech-

nological potentials for smart fabrics
relates to their ability to sense strain and
serve as the basis for pressure-monitoring
systems. Both broad types of smart fab-
ric—those based on metal wires and those
based on ICPs or nanocomposites—can
perform some sensing. Whatever the type
of fabric, they tend to operate on the fab-
ric equivalent of the piezoresistive prin-
ciple. With fabrics based on metal wires,
such as those from Textronics, the move-
ment of the fabric itself brings conductive
metal fibers closer together or farther
apart, altering the resistance of the fab-
ric. Something similar happens with
fibers incorporating ICPs or nanocom-
posites, in that strain changes the elec-
tron transport between conductive clus-
ters on the fabric fiber. With some signal
processing, these resistance changes
translate into pressure measurements. “In
theory, you can turn all kinds of resistive
materials into strain sensors,” says Orth.

Two of the newest ways to create fabric
sensors rely on nanotechnology to make
polymer-fabric fibers conductive to vary-
ing degrees. NanoSonic has recently
developed smart fabrics it based on an elec-
trostatic self-assembly process (Reference
2). The developers of this process initial-
ly created it to make free-standing elas-
tomeric sensor films. The self-assembly
process can infuse the surface of textile

Figure 3 International Fashion Machines’
reimagined household light switch costs
$129 and is UL-approved.

Figure 2 The ElekTex sensor contains a proprietary e-textile that senses pressure. It
works by measuring voltage drop across the sensor surface.
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fibers with various nanocomposites—com-
binations of polymers and metals or metal
oxides. Fabrics incorporating these fibers
have high conductivity, with bulk resis-
tivity values of 10�5 �-cm, according to
Andrea Hill, a NanoSonic researcher who
helped develop the conductive fabrics.

They also can tolerate extreme elonga-
tions. Rick Claus, NanoSonic president
and founder, notes that the original sen-
sor films, metal rubber, can measure strains
as high as 1000% with full-scale lineari-
ty of 1%. At lower strains, they can tol-
erate thousands of flex cycles and exhib-
it low mechanical hysteresis, he adds. The
new fabric versions, metal-rubber textiles,
can tolerate similarly large strains.

Another twist on inherently conduct-
ing fibers comes from Eeonyx. The com-
pany has a proprietary process for coating
textiles with ICPs based on doped poly-
pyrrole. The company polymerizes the
materials on the surface of the fabric itself
so that the coating material fills inter-
stices in the surface and forms a physical
bond with the fibers. Jamshid Avloni, the
company’s president, reports that the
ICP’s conductivity doesn’t match the
level that metal wires offer. But, then
again, it doesn’t have to.

“There are orders of magnitude of dif-
ference between the conductivity of, say,
polyester and copper,” says Avloni. “We
occupy a middle ground.” The company
can deliver fabrics, for example, with sur-
face resistivities ranging from 10 to 106
�/�, controllable to within 10%.
Avloni says that the textiles have seen
some use in piezoresistive-pressure-sens-
ing applications, including a dynamic

pressure sensor for biomedical and cus-
tom-footwear applications.

Neither the NanoSonic nor the Eeonyx
technology changes the fabric properties
much, if at all. “You still get the drape and
feel of a fabric,” Avloni says of Eeontex.
The conductive treatments can also be
translucent enough to avoid much of a
visual impact, though some versions of the
Eeonyx-coating formulations are black. 

The two nanotech approaches have a
downside, too. Metal-rubber textiles and
Eeontex are currently available in quan-
tities that many large OEMs would con-
sider developmental. What’s more, Eeon-
tex has issues with long-term stability
owing to the hydrolysis of polypyrrole
when you expose it to heat and humidi-
ty. The company recently developed a
third-generation product that improves
stability by a factor of 20, according to
Avloni. And laminate can protect the fab-
rics. But environmental conditions still
represent the chief failure mode for ICPs,
and design engineers need to account for
them, he acknowledges. “Metal wires have
their problems, too,” he adds. “If you bend
them enough, they’ll break.” 

In many sensing applications, smart
fabrics don’t likely represent a low-cost
alternative to an array of pressure trans-
ducers. Yet, even if they aren’t the cheap-
est way to sense pressure, fabric sensors
can potentially offer value by bringing
more freedom to the design of sensing sys-
tems. Fabrics can cover large areas, in-
cluding civil structures, such as bridges,
roads, and buildings. They can conform
to a wide variety of surfaces, including a
human body in motion. And they may be

able to measure large strains. Textronics’
Burr notes that elastomeric smart fabrics
tolerate repeated elongations.

These fabric attributes may result in the
development of other types of unique sen-
sors. Textronics, for example, is working
on electro-optical movement sensors for
medical-monitoring applications. As
Burr explains, these sensors integrate a
light source and a photodetector into the
fabric. As the fabric stretches and returns
to its initial shape, different amounts of
light pass through the fabric’s woven or
knit structure. One application for such
an optical sensor would be a garment that
monitors a patient’s breathing or heart.
Textronics also recently introduced a bio-
monitoring product for the consumer
market (Figure 4). 

She also sees the potential for both
optical- and strain-based measurements of
movement and vibration. And Nano-
Sonic’s Claus reveals that the company
has come up with a proprietary chemical
sensor based on smart fabrics. He’s not
ready to disclose much about it, other
than to say that it works based on elec-
trochemical reactions of a nanocluster on
the fabric surface.EDN

R E F E R E N C E S

ElekTex Reference Design Licens-
ing, http://rbi.ims.ca/4922-562.

“Electrostatic Self-Assembly,”
NanoSonic, www.nanosonic.com/
esa/esa.html.

AU T H O R ’ S  B I O G R A P H Y
Joseph Ogando is senior editor at
EDN’s sister publication, Design News.
You can reach him at 1-973-226-1628
or jogando@reedbusiness.com.

Figure 4 Textronics added a heart-monitor electrode to the lower band of a sports bra.

F O R  M O R E  I N F O R M AT I O N
Eeonyx
www.eeoynx.com

Elexsen Ltd
www.elektex.com
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www.ifmachines.com
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www.textronicsinc.com
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The 33rd Annual 
Microprocessor Directory

BY ROBERT CRAVOTTA • TECHNICAL EDITOR

NONTRIVIAL
PURSUIT
SEE HOW THE EXPANDED DIRECTORY CAN HELP YOU IN YOUR

PURSUIT OF THE PERFECT PROCESSOR FOR YOUR PROJECT.

WELCOME TO THE 33RD annual EDN Microprocessor/Microcontroller Directory. 
Successful processor offerings for embedded-application designers stress the optimum 

balance of processing performance, power consumption, development resources, and bill-of-
materials costs. The continuing, growing importance of an optimum balance of application-

specific features and peripherals is a focus of this year’s update of the directory.
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he number of companies
and devices the directory
lists continues to evolve, and,
once again, we’ve expanded the
company roster and table of devices and
cores. The size of the company roster and
product listings is a testament to the vari-

ety of processors available and the tremendous variation among
requirements, features, and types of applications for which
designers are using microprocessors and microcontrollers.

Some of the companies newly participating in this year’s direc-
tory have been selling processor product lines for years but only
recently began making them available to the engineering pub-
lic. Others, such as Luminary Micro, opened their doors for busi-
ness for the first time during the year. Still others have familiar
names but did not participate in last year’s directory; we welcome
them and look forward to their participation in future updates
of the directory.

This directory aims to provide designers and system archi-
tects enough visibility into processor options to quickly narrow
the list of candidate processors for each project. An expanded
online section presents each processor with detailed informa-
tion and block diagrams. The directory is also adopting a com-
mon taxonomy for describing and categorizing target applica-
tions. With this first shot at applying the taxonomy, we hope
to provide new capabilities for you to quickly find and compare

competing processors for your projects. The Web
material has more details on the common appli-

cation taxonomy, so that you can comment on it,
and we can refine it, if necessary.

The directory provides a company roster, and it identifies
what is new at each company and what applications each com-
pany’s product lines target. The new “Where are they?” side-
bar on the Web helps you find companies that we no longer
list, whether because they closed their doors, another compa-
ny acquired them, or they did not supply us with the informa-
tion we needed for this year’s directory. As always, the Web site
duplicates the material you find in the print version.

Our Web site greatly expands on this edition of the Micro-
processor Directory. You will find not only the extensive device
and core tables, but also dedicated pages for each company’s
devices, cores, development tools, and other product offerings.
These product pages include architectural block diagrams, if
available, for each vendor’s offerings.

If you cannot find a company in the directory, or it did not
participate in the update, please let the company and EDN
know that you missed reading about it in the directory. Like-
wise, if this directory helps you find or choose a device or core,
please let the vendor know how you found its part. Help us con-
tinue to improve the directory by visiting us at www.edn.com/
microdirectory or by sending your comments and feedback to
mpdirectory@edn.com.
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ACTEL • WWW.ACTEL.COM
Actel offers the CoreMP7, an optimized ver-
sion of the ARM7 processor core. The
processor core is available for use without
license fees or royalties when you use it in
M7 versions of Actel’s flash-based Pro-
ASIC3 FPGAs and Actel Fusion PSCs (pro-
grammable system chips). The mixed-signal
M7 Actel Fusion PSC FPGA family allows
designers to integrate support for �12V
analog I/O, as much as 8 Mbits of embed-
ded flash memory, an integrated ADC, and
as many as 1.5 million system gates of pro-
grammable-logic fabric in a single device.

Actel also offers the Core8051 8-bit-
microcontroller IP (intellectual-property)
core. The core executes all ASM51 instruc-
tions, and it executes instructions in a single
cycle. The Core8051 operates as fast as 40
MHz. For as little as 15 cents/MIPS in a
single chip, the Core8051 targets con-
sumer, communications, automotive, indus-
trial, and military/aerospace applications. 

ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES  
• WWW.AMD.COM
AMD’s (Advanced Micro Devices) x86-
based products span the consumer embed-
ded-system market and serve enterprise-

class servers and workstations, extending
the x86 ISA (instruction-set architecture)
across 32- and 64-bit PC, server, and work-
station platforms with AMD64 technology.
The AMD64-technology-based processors
support 64-bit x86 computing for scalable,
high-end embedded designs. AMD64 tech-
nology leverages x86 hardware and soft-
ware for embedded implementations for
storage, telecommunications, medical, mili-
tary, and industrial environments.

The AMD Geode processor enables small
form factors with optimized x86 perform-
ance and reduced power consumption tar-
geting broadband multimedia, set-top boxes,
tablet PCs, kiosks, network appliances, and
thin-client applications. 

ALTERA • WWW.ALTERA.COM
This year, Altera introduced the Nios II C2H
(C-to-hardware) acceleration compiler to
enable developers to increase the perform-
ance of their embedded software. The new
tool converts performance-critical C-lan-
guage subroutines into hardware accelera-
tors and integrates them into FPGA-based
Nios II subsystems. The Nios II family of soft
embedded processors features a general-
purpose, 32-bit RISC CPU architecture in

three configurations. The Nios II/f core
emphasizes processing performance, the
Nios II/e focuses on economy, and the stan-
dard Nios II/s is a core configuration that
balances performance and core size. The
Nios II Embedded Design Suite includes 32-
bit, single-precision, IEEE 754-compatible,
floating-point support and the Nios II C2H
compiler. Designers can add Nios II proces-
sors to their systems using the SOPC (sys-
tem-on-programmable-chip) Builder tool in
Altera’s Quartus II design software.

The Stratix II GX family is Altera’s third-
generation of FPGAs with embedded trans-
ceivers. With as many as 20 low-power
transceivers operating at 622 Mbps to
6.375 Gbps, Stratix II GX FPGAs target
application designs with requirements for
low power and superior signal integrity for
high-speed serial transceivers.

*** ALTIUM • WWW.ALTIUM.COM
Altium’s Altium Designer development sys-
tem combines board-level hardware, embed-
ded software, and programmable hardware-
development tools in a unified environment.
It supports device- and vendor-independent
electronic-product development using soft,
hybrid, and discrete processors. Altium

NEW
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Designer supports a choice of processor
platforms. In addition to facilitating pc-
board-system design, it supports interactive
FPGA system development. Altium De-
signer includes a number of royalty-free, 8-
and 32-bit, FPGA-based soft processors,
including Altium’s FPGA-independent
TSK3000RISC core, and corresponding
software-development-tool sets. You can
also use Altium Designer to target develop-
ment for Nios II and MicroBlaze soft proces-
sors, the PowerPC within Xilinx’s Virtex-II
Pro devices, and discrete ARM7 and
PowerPC devices.

ANALOG DEVICES 
• WWW.ANALOG.COM
In April, Analog Devices added the
ADuC7128 to its family of precision analog
microcontrollers; it integrates a 12-bit, multi-
channel ADC with a 32-bit ARM7 processor
core. It supports a sampling rate as high as
1M samples/sec, and it includes 126 kbytes
of embedded flash memory and analog
peripherals targeting motor-control and
smart-sensing applications for industrial and
automotive-system designs. 

Analog Devices’ Blackfin processor deliv-
ers signal-processing performance and
power efficiency with a 32-bit RISC-pro-
gramming model on an SIMD (single-
instruction-multiple-data) architecture. The
company announced the availability of four
new Blackfin processors: the ASDP-
BF538F, ASDP-BF539F, ADSP-BF538,
and ADSP-BF539. The ASDP-BF538F and
ASDP-BF539F integrate flash memory with
a Blackfin core in one package. The BF539
and BF539F processors include CAN (con-
troller-area-network)- and MOST (media-ori-
ented-system-transfer)-bus connectivity tar-
geting the automotive market.

Analog Devices’ SHARC (super-Harvard-
architecture-computer) processors combine
a high-performance fixed- and floating-point
processing core with sophisticated memory
and I/O-processing subsystems to target
high-end audio-processing applications.

APPLIED MICRO CIRCUITS
CORP • WWW.AMCC.COM
AMCC (Applied Micro Circuits Corp) offers
embedded PowerPC processors targeting
control-plane processors, storage, and gen-
eral-purpose use. The 405 core delivers as
many as 600 DMIPS (Dhrystone MIPS),
and the 440 core delivers as many as 1600
DMIPS. New products from AMCC include
the 440EPx and 440GRx, which include
integrated security coprocessors. The

440SP/SPe includes RAID (redundant-
array-of-independent-disk) 5 and 6 func-
tions, and the 405EZ includes a new timer
feature, as well as IEEE 1588 Ethernet and
cellular-RAM support. AMCC PowerPC
advantages include leading-edge DRAM
support, such as DDR2 SDRAM, high-per-
formance PCI Express, and PCI-X 2.0 I/O
interfaces; accelerated Gigabit Ethernet
support; and state-of-the-art security.

ARC INTERNATIONAL 
• WWW.ARC.COM
ARC International offers two configurable,
32-bit processor-core families. The ARC
600 targets battery-operated and cost-sensi-
tive products in the embedded-control, con-
sumer, networking, and automotive markets.
The ARC 700 delivers computing perform-
ance targeting graphics, media, packet pro-
cessing, and high-end embedded platforms
using operating systems such as Linux.

ARC also offers configurable, multistan-
dard, preverified ARC Video and ARC
Sound Advanced subsystems that target
portable media devices and advanced-defi-
nition audio applications, respectively. The
company based the subsystems on an ARC
700 core with a 128-bit SIMD (single-
instruction-multiple-data) accelerator; a
media-centric DMA engine; and video, imag-
ing, or audio codecs. ARC’s SIMD engine
powers both subsystems with more than
100 new, 128-bit-wide customized instruc-
tions for audio and video processing. 

ARM • WWW.ARM.COM
ARM licenses semiconductor IP (intellectu-
al property), including processors, periph-
erals, interconnect, and physical libraries
for the development of complex system-on-
chip devices. ARM processors target auto-
motive, consumer-entertainment, imaging,
networking, storage, security, and wireless
applications. The company based them on
a common architecture that emphasizes
performance, low power consumption, and
reduced system cost. ARM offers a range
of processor cores, including the ARM7,
ARM9, ARM10, and ARM11 families and
the new Cortex family featuring Thumb-2
technology. ARM also offers the SecurCore
family, which targets secure applications,
such as smart cards and SIMs (subscriber-
identity modules), and the OptimoDE (data-
engine) signal-processing technology. ARM
develops supporting software, including
TrustZone technology for data security 
and DRM (digital-rights management),
Jazelle Java-acceleration software, Swerve

3D, and Intelligent Energy Manager.
Over the last year, ARM has focused on

delivering new processors to address mar-
ket applications across the performance
spectrum. The new high-performance ARM
Cortex-A8 processor targets consumer
products running multichannel video, audio,
and gaming applications. For next-genera-
tion mobile devices, the ARM Cortex-A8
processor delivers performance with a
power consumption of less than 300 mW in
a 65-nm technology. The new midrange
Cortex-R4 processor targets the perform-
ance requirements of next-generation
embedded products, including mobile
phones, hard-disk drives, printers, and auto-
motive controllers. It features an advanced
microarchitecture with the ability to issue
dual instructions. The ultracompact ARM
Cortex-M3 processor targets 32-bit per-
formance for high-volume, cost-sensitive
embedded-system applications, such as
microcontrollers, automotive-body systems,
white goods, and networking devices.

ATMEL • WWW.ATMEL.COM
Atmel supplies flash-microcontroller-based
systems targeting consumer, computer/net-
working, communications, security/smart
cards, automotive, industrial, medical, mili-
tary, and aerospace applications. Atmel
offers the AVR , AVR32, ARM7, ARM9,
8051, Teak, and Diopsis DSP cores.

Atmel’s AVR microcontrollers include the
AVR32, AP7000, and picoPower. The
AVR32 32-bit RISC-processor core pro-
vides more processing per clock cycle for
higher throughput. The AP7000 is the first
AVR32-based processor family and the first
to integrate on one chip virtually all of the
functions multimedia systems require for
mobile phones, digital cameras, PDAs, auto-
motive infotainment, set-top boxes, and
home-entertainment systems. The pico-
Power uses a power-saving technology that
provides multiyear battery life in lighting con-
trol, security, keyless entry, ZigBee, and
other applications that spend most of their
time in sleep mode.

BROADCOM 
• WWW.BROADCOM.COM
Broadcom provides a family of high-perform-
ance, low-power, integrated processors tar-
geting data-networking and communications
applications, as well as security, storage,
3G-wireless infrastructure, and high-density
computing. The Broadcom broadband CMP
(chip-multiprocessing) systems integrate as
many as four 64-bit MIPS processor cores
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onto one die. This configuration achieves
higher aggregate performance than multiple
discrete cores and dramatically reduces
board space and power dissipation.

CAMBRIDGE CONSULTANTS 
• WWW.CAMBRIDGE
CONSULTANTS.COM
Cambridge Consultants’ XAP3, XAP4, and
XAP5 family of RISC-processor soft cores
targets low-cost ASIC products with high
code density, good performance, low power,
and small die. Target applications include
mixed-signal wireless, sensors, media, and
mobile ASICs in which a design must meet
cost and power constraints with the ability
to run protocol stacks and an operating 
system.

The XAP instruction set mixes 16- and
32-bit instructions and targets applications
written in C using an RTOS (real-time oper-
ating system). The processors support posi-
tion-independent code, byte addressing,
and unaligned data access for software
portability and fast access to tightly packed
data. They feature protected operating-
system modes with register sets for user,
supervisor, and interrupt code to provide
secure operation when applications 
misbehave.

Designers can implement the 16-bit
XAP4 using as few as 12,000 gates. The
18,000-gate, 16-bit XAP5 processor has a
24-bit address bus that can run programs
as large as 16 Mbytes. The 32-bit XAP3
processor has 30,000 gates. An XAP often
replaces an older 8- or 16-bit CISC core
that requires better performance or in which
code has grown too large.

*** CAST • WWW.CAST-INC.COM
Cast’s broad line of IP (intellectual-property)
cores includes 8-, 16-, and 32-bit proces-
sors. The 8051 cores execute instructions
with one clock per cycle. A new config-
urable 8051 is available in popular varia-
tions or with full configurability. Additional
cores include 8-bit Z80 and 16-bit 68000
compatible devices.

Cast offers a new series of 32-bit cores
targeting deeply embedded systems need-
ing more performance than an 8051. These
APS (Advanced Processing Solution) cores
require as few as 7000 gates, perform at
0.6 DMIPS (Dhrystone MIPS)/MHz, and
use as little as 18 �W/MHz of power. Per-
formance- and code-optimized versions are
available, and the devices include a Gnu
tool set with JTAG debugging. Partner
MicroCross (www.microcross.com) provides
an integrated development environment for

APS. Integrated APS platforms and design
services are available. 

CAVIUM NETWORKS 
• WWW.CAVIUM.COM
Cavium Networks offers security and MIPS-
based single-core and multicore processors
for networking, wireless, storage, and con-
trol-plane applications. Cavium Networks
offers a portfolio of integrated, software-
compatible processors and accelerator
boards ranging in performance from 10
Mbps to 10 Gbps that enable secure, intelli-
gent functionality in SOHO (small-office/
home-office)/SME (small-to-midsized-enter-
prise) and enterprise- and service-provider
network equipment. The company’s pro-
cessors are supported by software, silicon,
and ODM (original-design-manufacturer)
hardware offerings from leading vendors in
networking, UTM (unified-threat-manage-
ment), wireless, voice, operating systems,
Java, and motherboards.

Cavium Networks’ MIPS-based family of
broadband-communication processors
includes Nitrox SOHO and Octeon
CN30XX products. These products provide
leading integration and price/performance
for SOHO/SME equipment and control-
plane applications from 10 Mbps to 1 Gbps.
The multicore Octeon MIPS64 family of
processors includes one to 16 cnMIPS
cores on a single chip, along with advanced
networking, security, and application-hard-
ware acceleration. The cnMIPS core is
Cavium’s custom implementation of MIPS64
Release 2 for networking and services
requiring low power. The Octeon processor
family supports scalability in a compatible
manner from 200 Mbps to more than 10
Gbps of network-application performance.

CIRRUS LOGIC 
• WWW.CIRRUS.COM
Cirrus Logic supplies high-precision analog,
mixed-signal, and embedded processors for
the audio and industrial markets. In the gen-
eral-purpose-processor segment, Cirrus
Logic offers highly integrated ARM9- and
ARM7-based embedded processors target-
ing industrial and networked consumer
applications. These embedded processors
support Linux and WinCE. Developers can
leverage Cirrus Logic’s two proprietary tech-
nologies, MaverickKey and MaverickCrunch,
for DRM (digital-rights management) and
math coprocessing.

Cirrus Logic’s NineSeries of ARM9-based
products includes the EP9301, EP9302,
EP9307, EP9312, and flagship EP9315.
The entry-level EP9301 integrates Ethernet

and two USB 2.0 host ports, and the
EP9302 adds MaverickCrunch and
MaverickKey to go along with increased pro-
cessing power and memory. The EP9307
adds a graphics accelerator, touchscreen
and keypad support, and three USB ports.
The EP9312 integrates an IDE (integrated
development environment) and support for
high-quality audio. The flagship EP9315
adds support for the PCMCIA interface.

*** CLEARSPEED 
• WWW.CLEARSPEED.COM
ClearSpeed Technology, a specialist semi-
conductor company, focuses on delivering
high-performance coprocessors for use
alongside general-purpose processors in
computationally intensive applications.
ClearSpeed’s advanced, multithreaded-
array-processing technology lets designers
accelerate data-intensive applications at low
power. Products include chips, boards, soft-
ware tools, applications, and support. 

The power-efficient ClearSpeed CSX600
embedded parallel processor has 96 cores
that execute as many as 25 64-bit GFLOPS
and averages less than 10W of energy con-
sumption.

CRADLE TECHNOLOGIES 
• WWW.CRADLE.COM
Cradle’s CT3600 family of scalable MDSP
(multicore-DSP) processors integrates mul-
tiple general-purpose processors with multi-
ple DSPs to improve processor efficiency
for control code and computationally inten-
sive media-processing algorithms. Targeting
media-processing applications, particularly
those involving complex, intelligent-video
applications, the CT3600 family comprises
two products containing eight to 16 DSPs
on a single chip. The largest version, with
16 DSPs and eight general-purpose pro-
cessors, operates at 350 MHz, supports 16
channels of CIF (common-intermediate-for-
mat)-resolution Simple Profile MPEG-4 en-
coding, and can perform more than 22,000
16-bit MACs (multiply-accumulate opera-
tions)/sec, quadrupling the total perform-
ance over Cradle’s previous-generation
MDSP.

The CT3600 architecture includes an
intelligent, three-tier-memory hierarchy that
minimizes external-memory-access stalls; a
wide and flexible DDR SDRAM interface; a
high-performance, 64-bit internal global bus;
and several dedicated I/O and DRAM DMA
engines to meet the high-throughput
requirements of computationally intensive
audio- and video-processing applications. A
smart I/O subsystem provides as many as
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VIP50 BiCMOS Amps Provide Efficiency, 
Low Noise, Precision, and Low IBIAS

14 New High-Performance Amplifiers Based on National’s Award Winning VIP50 Process

For FREE samples, datasheets, and
WEBENCH® online design tools, visit:
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Or call: 1-800-272-9959
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Product ID No. of
Channel

Typical Supply
Current per
Channel (mA)

Supply
Voltage
Range (V)

Input Offset
Voltage 
(mV)

RRI/O Unity Gain
Bandwidth
(MHz)

Low Input
Current CMOS
Design

Feature Temp 
Range

LMP7711/12 S/D 1.15 1.8 to 5.5 0.15 RRO 17 � Shutdown Ext

LMP7715/16 S/D 1.15 1.8 to 5.5 0.15 RRO 17 � — Ext

LMP7701/04 S/Q 0.72 2.7 to 12 0.2 RRI/O 2.5 � — Ext

LMV791/792 S/D 0.95 1.8 to 5.5 1.3 RRO 14 � Shutdown Ext

LMV796/797 S/D 0.95 1.8 to 5.5 1.3 RRO 14 � — Ext

LMV651/654 S/Q 0.11 2.7 to 5.5 1.5 RRO 12 — — Ext

LPV531 S Program 2.7 to 5.5 3.5 RRI/O Program — Stand-by Ind

LPV511 S 880 nA 2.7 to 12 3 RRI/O 0.027 — — Ind

593440_051.indd   1593440_051.indd   1 7/19/2006   2:46:44 PM7/19/2006   2:46:44 PM



Microprocessor Directory
144 fully programmable pins that develop-
ers can customize for their applications. 

CYAN TECHNOLOGY 
• WWW.CYANTECHNOLOGY.COM
Cyan Technology did not provide an update
to this year’s directory. The company’s low-
power, 16-bit, embedded-communications,
flash-based eCOG1k microcontroller imple-
ments a 25-MHz RISC Harvard architecture
that includes internal flash memory, RAM,
and cache. The external-memory interface
supports addressability of 32 Mbytes of
external memory. Additional features include
a smart-card interface, a 12-bit ADC, a tem-
perature sensor, and a proprietary-port con-
figurator. Cyan’s CyanIDE development soft-
ware includes a full ANSI unlimited-C com-
piler, simulator, debugger, and peripheral-
configuration software. Users can select
those peripherals they need and connect
them to a choice of pins. The peripheral-reg-
ister-setup code automatically generates in
assembly language. All Cyan development
software is downloadable and free.

CYBERNETIC MICRO SYSTEMS
• WWW.CONTROLCHIPS.COM
Cybernetic Micro Systems did not provide
an update to this year’s directory. The com-
pany produces a line of ASICs to interface
to a variety of peripherals that would be dif-
ficult to control from a general-purpose
computer. These chips provide a program-
mable interface to the low-level functions of
the peripheral. The 100-pin, 8-bit P-51
microcontroller either sits between the host
computer and the peripheral device or
becomes the peripheral device. 

CYPRESS MICROSYSTEMS 
• WWW.CYPRESSMICRO.COM
Cypress’s system-level PSoC (programma-
ble-system-on-chip) mixed-signal array has
configurable digital and analog peripherals,
an 8-bit microcontroller, and three types of
embedded memory. PSoC target applica-
tions include automotive, communications,
computers and peripherals, consumer,
industrial, mobile/wireless, motor control,
and security.

PSoC integrates as many as 12 analog
and 16 digital configurable hardware blocks
in a single device. PSoC blocks can imple-
ment a variety of user-selectable hardware-
peripheral functions that you configure
through register settings. The analog blocks
encompass an operational amplifier and
include programmable multiplexing and
feedback characteristics. Each digital block

is an 8-bit-wide resource; therefore, creating
an 8-bit PWM requires one digital PSoC
block. You can use two or more blocks
together to create wider bit functions.

DALLAS SEMICONDUCTOR/
MAXIM INTEGRATED PRODUCTS 
• WWW.MAXIM-IC.COM
Dallas Semiconductor offers four microcon-
troller families targeting networked, secure,
mixed-signal, and 8051 drop-in designs.
The network microcontrollers provide low-
cost connections for networking applica-
tions and optionally include a complete
TCP/IP (Transfer Control Protocol/Internet
Protocol) network stack in ROM, a built-in
Ethernet MAC (media-access controller),
CAN (controller-area network), and parallel
and serial ports. The devices use a four-
clock-per-machine-cycle 8051 core operat-
ing as fast as 75 MHz with an extended 22-
bit addressing range and 16 Mbytes of
direct addressing.

The secure microcontrollers target appli-
cations demanding protective measures
against theft of proprietary or secret infor-
mation. These devices employ encryption
and physical-protection techniques that sup-
port point-of-sale terminals, automated teller
machines, banking, and gaming equipment.
The mixed-signal microcontrollers feature
high-performance, low-power, 8- and 16-bit
RISC cores with analog peripherals.

DIGI INTERNATIONAL 
• WWW.DIGI.COM
Digi based its net-centric NetSilicon
Net�ARM processor SOCs (systems on
chips) on ARM7 and ARM9 cores. The
NS9360, NS9750, and NS9775 employ
the ARM926EJ-S core. The NS9360 oper-
ates at 177 MHz and integrates 10/100-
Mbps Ethernet, USB, an LCD, IEEE 1284,
and serial I/O. The NS9750 operates at
100 MHz and includes all of the NS9360
features, plus PCI support. The high-per-
formance NS9775 color-laser-printer
processor operates at 200 MHz and inte-
grates 10/100-Mbps Ethernet, USB, and
PCI to improve the cost performance of
color laser printers. Digi based the NS7520
on the ARM7TDMI core. It operates at 55
MHz and integrates 10/100-Mbps Ethernet,
serial I/O, and a general-purpose interface. 

EM MICROELECTRONIC 
• WWW.EMMICRO
ELECTRONIC.COM
EM Microelectronic specializes in ultralow-
power, low-voltage ICs for battery-operated

and field-powered applications in consumer,
automotive, and industrial areas. Product
offerings include ROM or flash memory, as
many as four multiplexer LCD drivers, RC
and crystal oscillators, EEPROM, an ADC,
and high-drive outputs. Target applications
include temperature-monitoring power sup-
plies; heating, ventilation, and air condition-
ing; insulin pumps; security; computer
peripherals; and RFID tags for animal and
retail applications.

This year, EM Microelectronic introduced
the EM6682, which operates with a single
1.5V battery. The compact EM6682 fea-
tures an operating-voltage range of 0.9 to
5.5V, making it suitable for applications
such as battery-powered toys, household
appliances, and body-care products without
the use of additional external components. 

FREESCALE SEMICONDUCTOR
• WWW.FREESCALE.COM
Freescale Semiconductor offers microcon-
trollers, embedded processors, sensors,
and analog/power management for automo-
tive, industrial, and consumer applications.
Freescale extended its controller continuum
with the ultralow-end, RS08-based, 8-bit
microcontrollers and an advanced 32-bit
ColdFire core for easy migration between 8-
and 32-bit architectures. The company
expanded its ColdFire portfolio with a Linux
kernel, IEEE 802.15.4-protocol support,
USB On-The-Go, and Ethernet flash-based
controllers. The automotive line includes
additions to controllers employing the S08,
S12X, and PowerPC cores, as well as
FlexRay-ready solutions.

Freescale based its PowerQuicc commu-
nications processors on PowerPC cores,
and they provide data- and control-plane
processing for wireless and wire-line infra-
structure, enterprise networking, home and
SOHO (small-office/home-office) network-
ing, and pervasive computing. Freescale of-
fers application-specific PowerQuicc III de-
vices, delivering gigahertz-class perform-
ance, and comprehensive reference plat-
forms employing PowerQuicc II Pro proces-
sors to target consumer and small-office 
designs. Freescale’s high-performance
PowerPC processors, including the
MPC7448 and advanced MPC8641D dual-
core device, support communications 
applications.

Freescale based its i.MX application
processors on ARM-core technology. They
target multimedia applications in wireless
handheld devices for the home and car. The
processors employ Smart Speed technolo-
gy that balances multimedia performance
with battery life.
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FUJITSU MICROELECTRONICS
AMERICA 
• WWW.FMA.FUJITSU.COM
Fujitsu’s 32-, 16-, and 8-bit microcontrollers
include general-purpose and application-
specific versions; most of the microcon-
trollers include onboard-flash, ROM, ADC,
DAC, CAN (controller-area-network), USB,
and LCD controllers to target automotive,
communications, computer-peripheral,
industrial, and consumer applications. A full
complement of software- and hardware-
development tools supports these micro-
controllers. The F2MC (Fujitsu flexible
microcontrollers) line includes the 8-bit
F2MC-8L and F2MC-8FX series and the
16-bit F2MC-16L/16LX/16F series. The FR
(Fujitsu RISC) integrates as much as 768
kbytes of internal flash; ROM; as much as
160 kbytes of internal RAM; an external-bus
interface; an ADC; a DAC; and multiple
CAN, LIN (local-interconnect-network),
USB, UART, SIO, and I2C interfaces. The
series also has a stepper motor and LCD
controllers for auto, communications, com-
puter-peripheral, industrial, consumer, and
security applications.

HYPERSTONE 
• WWW.HYPERSTONE.COM
This year, Hyperstone introduces a cost-
effective processor that the company based
on a core similar to the E1-32XSRU
RISC/DSP. The E1-32XSIO processor tar-
gets cost-sensitive applications requiring
RISC/DSP code and fast serial communica-
tions. Hyperstone’s hardware/software-
development package and libraries include
communication stacks, a real-time kernel,
and extensive DSP functions.

Additionally this year, Hyperstone offers
the S4 SD/MMC (multimedia-card) flash-
memory controller and the U2 SD/MMC/
USB flash-memory controller. These con-
trollers support the SD 1.1, MMC 4.0, and
USB 2.0 specifications. The devices can
achieve 18-Mbyte/sec-read and 15-Mbyte/
sec-write speeds. You can use them to pro-
duce SD and MMC cards, as well as USB
2.0 flash-disk drives or combination devices. 

*** IBM TECHNOLOGY
COLLABORATION SOLUTIONS
• WWW.IBM.COM
IBM Technology Collaboration Solutions
offers embedded microprocessor cores and
microprocessors employing the open Power
Architecture technology. IBM’s offerings
include the fully synthesizable, 32-bit
PowerPC 405 and 440 embedded cores,

along with 32- and 64-bit families of power-
and performance-optimized microproces-
sors. Targeting consumer, networking, com-
munications, imaging, industrial, data-pro-
cessing, and storage applications, IBM’s
405 and 440 embedded cores offer scala-
ble performance for custom-SOC (system-
on-chip) integration. Developers can license
these cores from IBM for use in client-spe-
cific designs and at any manufacturer. 

IBM’s 750 family of 32-bit microproces-
sors targets consumer designs, including
printers, communications, storage, and data-
processing applications. The 750 series fea-
tures superior reliability and extended prod-
uct lifetimes and can meet the demands of
cost-sensitive, high-performance, and
power-conscious applications. The 970
series of microprocessors offers a perform-
ance-driven 64-bit architecture with native
32-bit application compatibility. Targeting
computationally intensive and bandwidth-
intensive applications, IBM’s 970 family
includes recently announced low-power and
dual-core offerings. 

*** IMSYS TECHNOLOGIES 
• WWW.IMSYSTECH.COM
Fabless-semiconductor company Imsys is in
Stockholm, Sweden, with US offices in
Sunnyvale, CA, and Dallas. The company
develops reconfigurable-processor plat-
forms. You can program the processors in
Java, C/C��, assembler, and microcode.
An important part of the company offering is
the Internet-enabled reference modules that
IBM ships as ready-to-go subsystems with
complete operating-system and file-system
environments. The integrated hardware and
software platform targets wired and wireless
communications, graphics-display technolo-
gies, and image processing in telecom,
automotives, industrial automation, and con-
sumer electronics.

INFINEON TECHNOLOGIES 
• WWW.INFINEON.COM
This year, Infineon introduced 32-bit micro-
controllers for industrial-motor-control appli-
cations, a family of 16-bit microcontrollers
for industrial and automotive applications,
and a new 8-bit series with integrated net-
work connectivity.

The six new 32-bit TC116x series of
TriCore microcontrollers employ a unified
microcomputer/DSP architecture that oper-
ates as a single multitasking engine with
fast context switching. Higher performance
system designs can use the 80-MHz
TC1163/64, with 1 Mbyte of flash and an
onboard peripheral-control processor, or the

TC1165/66 with 1.5 Mbytes of flash. 
Infineon based the XC164CM series on

the 16-bit XC166 architecture. It offers 25-
nsec DSP-instruction execution, integrated
peripherals, an intelligent PWM unit, and 32
or 64 kbytes of flash memory. A high-speed,
14-channel ADC accommodates complex
analog data transforms, and a TwinCAN
module and extended serial interfaces pro-
vide network connectivity.

The 8-bit XC886/888 microcontrollers
offer an integrated CAN controller and LIN
(local-interconnect-network) support.

INTEGRATED DEVICE
TECHNOLOGY • WWW.IDT.COM
The IDT Interprise family of integrated com-
munications processors delivers data pro-
cessing at line-rate speed with processing
headroom for value-added features. IDT
based the processor cores on the 32-bit
MIPS ISA (instruction-set architecture).
Interprise processors and their associated
system-development tools target designs for
SOHO (small-office/home-office) routers,
Ethernet switches, WAPs (wireless-access
points), and VPN (virtual-private-network)
equipment.

INFRANT TECHNOLOGIES 
• WWW.INFRANT.COM
Infrant did not provide an update to this
year’s directory. The company’s highly inte-
grated NSPs (network-storage processors)
target NAS (network-attached-storage) and
media-server-appliance applications. The
NSPs enable efficient network-storage
devices by integrating Gigabit Ethernet, mul-
tiple Serial ATA hard-disk interfaces, and
hardware-based RAID (redundant-array-of-
inexpensive-disk) 0/1/5 redundancy into a
single device.

Infrant’s second-generation NSPs, the
IT3102 and IT3107, target the home-media-
server and SOHO (small-office/home-office)
NAS markets.

INTEL • WWW.INTEL.COM
The dual-core, low-voltage, 2-GHz Intel
Xeon processor combines the benefits of
two high-performance execution cores with
intelligent power-management features to
deliver significantly greater performance per
watt than previous single-core Intel Xeon-
processor-based platforms. The dual-
core/dual-processor capabilities target low-
power communications and embedded-sys-
tem applications.

The IXP460 and IXP465 network proces-
sors offer a higher speed Intel XScale core,
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Microprocessor Directory
expanded connectivity options, and
enhancements to improve end-system relia-
bility and security. The IXP2325 and
IXP2350 network processors target net-
work access and edge applications by com-
bining data- and control-plane processing
capabilities in a single chip.

***   INTELLASYS 
• WWW.INTELLASYS.NET
IntellaSys based its multicore chips on the
proprietary SEA (Scalable Embedded Array)
Platform, which uses a dual-stack architec-
ture that is both asynchronous and scalable.
The inaugural SEAforth-24 family packs a
6�4-processor array of 18-bit processors,
each of which can operate at 1 BOPS.

As a RISC version of Forth software, the
VentureForth programming language
deploys 32 instructions, including full
18�18-bit multiplies with 36-bit results.
VentureForth enables compact code, and it
makes the SEA of processors possible by
providing a software basis for dozens or
hundreds of cores. Each core runs inde-
pendently of the others and at the full native
speed of the silicon.

*** IPFLEX 
• WWW.IPFLEX.COM/EN/
IPFlex offers dynamically reconfigurable
processors and design-tool platforms target-
ing industrial-image-processing, network-
security, and scientific-computing applica-
tions. The DAPDNA (digital-application-
processor/distributed-network-architecture)
series of processors incorporate a RISC
processor as a controller and a heteroge-
neous matrix of 300 to 1000 16- to 32-bit
processing elements that the system can
reconfigure in a single clock cycle. 

The design-tool suite includes a Data
Flow C compiler that IPFlex jointly devel-
oped with Celoxica (www.celoxica.com).
The compiler enables designers to describe
algorithms in a C-like syntax, which is partly
based on Handel-C, and automatically gen-
erates hardware code.

IPFlex expects that DAPDNA-2 and
DAPDNA-IMS processors will find use in
image-inspection systems, network security,
and multifunction-printer applications. 

*** LATTICE SEMICONDUCTOR 
• WWW.LATTICESEMI.COM
The LatticeMico8 is an 8-bit soft microcon-
troller core with an 18-bit-wide instruction
set and 32 general-purpose registers.
Targeting use in Lattice devices, the
LatticeMico8 microcontroller consumes

fewer than 200 LUTs (look-up tables) in the
smallest configuration. You can get a license
for the LatticeMico8 under an open IP (intel-
lectual-property)-core license agreement
that you can download from the Lattice
Web site. The license preserves the open
nature of the core by permitting use along-
side proprietary designs and allows hard-
ware implementation and distribution with-
out the need for a license agreement. In
addition to the core design in Verilog and
VHDL, Lattice also provides an assembler
and an instruction-set simulator, both as
source code under the standard GNU GPL
(general-public-license) agreement.

*** LUMINARY MICRO 
• WWW.LUMINARYMICRO.COM
Luminary Micro designs, markets, and sells
ARM Cortex-M3-based microcontrollers for
embedded and industrial applications. The
Austin, TX, company’s new Stellaris family is
the first silicon implementation of the
Cortex-M3 microcontroller core. The leading
entry-level product in the Stellaris family is
the first 32-bit ARM-based processor avail-
able for $1. This 20-MHz microcontroller
targets 8- and 16-bit-microcontroller appli-
cations by enabling developers to enter the
ARM architecture for a similar price as 8-
and 16-bit devices. 

Luminary Micro also introduced four 32-
bit microcontrollers that include more
onboard memory, ADC functions, and a
sophisticated motion-control unit. These fea-
tures target algorithmically intensive high-
end applications, such as digital industrial
controllers and brushless dc motors, which
find use in products for industrial automa-
tion and instrumentation and robotics.

MICROCHIP TECHNOLOGY 
• WWW.MICROCHIP.COM
Microchip offers both 8- and 16-bit PIC
microcontrollers, as well as 16-bit dsPIC
DSCs (digital-signal controllers). The com-
pany based its 8-bit PIC microcontrollers on
a RISC-core architecture that enables
designers to migrate from six- to 100-pin
devices among all families with little or no
code changes. Features include sophisticat-
ed timing peripherals, integrated ADCs,
communications peripherals, and in-circuit
serial programming. Memory options include
PEEC (PMOS-electrically-erasable-cell)
flash, which can provide 1 million erase/
write cycles on each memory location at a
wide range of operating temperatures; EE-
PROM; OTP (one-time-programmable)
memory; and ROM.

The 16-bit PIC24 microcontrollers offer

as much as 40-MIPS performance and pro-
vide high throughput and efficient C-code
density. The PIC24F family offers a cost-
effective step up in performance, memory,
and peripherals for many applications that
are pushing the envelope of 8-bit-microcon-
troller capabilities. For more demanding
applications, the PIC24H offers 40-MIPS
performance, more memory, and additional
peripherals, such as CAN (controller-area-
network) communication modules.

Microchip also offers two 16-bit dsPIC
DSC families that provide compatible DSP
options across a spectrum of prices, per-
formance, and features. Common attributes
among all of Microchip’s 16-bit microcon-
troller and DSC families are pinout, soft-
ware, and peripheral compatibility and com-
mon development tools.

Major introductions from Microchip this
year included several 8-bit microcontrollers
and development tools that provide general-
purpose building blocks for electronic 
systems.

MIPS TECHNOLOGIES 
• WWW.MIPS.COM
MIPS Technologies offers embedded-
processor architectures and cores targeting
digital consumer, networking, personal-
entertainment, communications, and busi-
ness applications. The company licenses its
32- and 64-bit RISC IP (intellectual proper-
ty) to semiconductor companies, ASIC
developers, and system OEMs. Industry-
standard tools, software, and services sup-
port the MIPS architecture.

The flexible synthesizable processors
range from the M4K core with 30,000 gates
to the high-performance, multithreaded 34K
family with 34,000 gates. The MIPS32 34K
family of cores is the first to integrate the
MIPS MT (multithreaded) ASE (application-
specific extension). The architecture
improves processing throughput by feeding
additional threads into the pipeline as one
thread stalls for memory accesses. 

NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR 
• WWW.NATIONAL.COM
National Semiconductor’s CP3000 connec-
tivity-processor family combines a RISC
core with on-chip SRAM and flash memory,
hardware-communications peripherals, and
an expandable external bus to target
embedded-system-communications applica-
tions, such as automotive telematics, vehi-
cle-network gateways, hands-free car kits,
and industrial- and medical-instrumentation
and control. National Semiconductor’s sin-
gle-chip CP3000 processors feature a high-
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What makes LXI different?
Economies of scale, for one thing. The
LXI standard (LAN eXtensions for
Instrumentation) is based on the most
widely used local area network (LAN)
technology, Ethernet. And Ethernet is
the universal language of networking.
Millions of engineers are already
familiar with it, and it continues to
improve, boasting speeds of up to 10
Gbits per second over copper wires.

LXI’s roots in Ethernet mean you
can count on automatic speed
upgrades as commercial products
continue to evolve. Furthermore, by
building on standard technologies,
industry experts predict that LXI-
based instruments will be compara-

tively inexpensive, yet have a richer
set of features and functionality.

But beyond those many strategic
architectural advantages, LXI offers a
large number of compelling and
immediate benefits — benefits that
can have a direct impact on costs,
implementation goals, and ease of
operation.

Off to a quick start
For instance, right from the start,

LXI is easier to set up than card cage
systems and older, proprietary inter-
faces. There’s just less to think about.
The connections and interfaces are
simpler. And there’s less of a require-
ment for specialized knowledge. That

translates into faster and cheaper
implementation. Almost every major
test & measurement supplier is partici-
pating in the development of LXI.
This broad participation, combined
with the technology’s simplicity, mean
LXI-based products are easier to inte-
grate. That doesn’t just apply to new
systems. LXI is also oriented toward
backward compatibility, and tools
available from vendors such as Agilent
Technologies ensure that this compati-
bility is as extensive as possible.

At the same time, LXI reduces
overhead costs because it doesn’t
require a card cage, or a slot-zero
controller. Nor does it demand pro-
prietary interface cards and complex
cabling. Instead, it’s essentially “plug-
and-play” because it leverages the
available LAN port that is standard
on almost all PCs. All that’s needed is
a LAN cable or a switch if multiple
instruments are involved.

Size doesn’t matter
Similarly, LXI instruments can be

deployed in any size or form factor,
ranging from the classic bench “box”
to faceless instruments, suited to com-
pact or rugged duty applications in
manufacturing or defense. Additionally,
engineers can deploy sensors, ampli-
fiers, filters, and attenuators in remote
locations, such as in test fixtures.

Because LXI is based on familiar
standards, you can take advantage of
almost every kind of communication
medium. In environments where large
amounts of RF are being generated,
you can rely on optical cable. Or,
where hard wiring is too expensive or
difficult, you can use wireless. The
result is that instrumentation difficul-

TECHNOLOGY LEADER SERIES

LXI delivers real benefits now,
Plus flexibility for the future

LXI is probably the biggest news to hit the instruments business in a
generation. It promises across-the-board improvements in just about
everything from performance, to cost, to ease of deployment.

With its LXI products, Agilent Technologies offers engineers 
cost efficiency, performance and ease of operation

®

S P E C I A L  A D V E R T I S I N G  S E C T I O N

T E C H N O L O G Y  L E A D E R  S E R I E S

LXI means you have maximum 
flexibility in many dimensions,
including the size and configura-
tion of the instruments you deploy.
You can choose any combination of
traditional bench or card-cage style,
or compact/faceless.



TECHNOLOGY LEADER SERIES

ties are less of a gating factor for what-
ever you are trying to accomplish.

For multiple instrument systems,
LXI provides optional trigger stan-
dards that support easy and accurate
synchronization of multiple devices,
even if they are physically located
miles apart. Indeed, you can set up
tight synchronization over a wired
LXI trigger bus that is functionally
equivalent to a VXI or PXI backplane
interconnection. The IEEE 1588 stan-
dard built into LXI enables instru-
ments to share a common sense of
time. So you can now implement start
actions without a specific trigger
requirement; synchronize instruments
running at different rates; better cor-

relate data; and, more easily trou-
bleshoot both processes and instru-
mentation. LXI also enables direct
communication between instruments,
allowing you to minimize wait states
in your programs and offload the PC.

Make the connection
In short, LXI delivers the best of

all worlds. Standard LAN compo-
nents are inexpensive, so there are
minimal infrastructure costs. LXI per-
formance generally matches or
exceeds previously available technolo-
gy, and data throughput is tremen-
dous, clocking in at 125 times the
speed of GPIB.  But above all, LXI
offers flexibility. You can use as many

instruments as desired, put them any-
where in the world, and trigger them
precisely.

All this means that LXI is your
path to the future, without undermin-
ing the investments you have already
made. �

FOR MORE INFORMATION
To learn more about LXI and products
that incorporate it, contact:
Agilent Technologies
1-800-829-4444,
www.agilent.com/find/tm-lxi

Agilent's LXI products are part of 
the Agilent Open Program.
For more information, download the
Agilent Open brochure at:
www.agilent.com/find/open

T E C H N O L O G Y  L E A D E R  S E R I E S

A test system isn’t what you need to worry
about. Your product is. To make LXI test system
development and operation more efficient and cost-
effective, Agilent has developed Agilent Open, a
program that simplifies test-system setup and inte-
gration with a versatile combination of test-system
hardware, I/O, and software tools.

Agilent Open accelerates the creation of robust
test systems that are easy to enhance and maintain
by ensuring greater choice in
measurements, connectivity
and programming. This gives
your team more time to focus
on what matters most — the
performance and reliability
of your product.

The Agilent Open
approach provides you with
the ability to work within a
choice of software develop-
ment environments. For
instance, IVI drivers available
from Agilent work in all the
most widely-used languages
(Visual C++, Visual Basic, C#,
and J#, as  well as VEE Pro,
Basic, LabVIEW and
LabWindows CVI). Agilent Open also offers many
other benefits:
� A rich web interface that goes beyond the func-

tionality required by the LXI standard to support
both monitoring and control.

� Software tools like the IO Libraries Suite that sig-

nificantly reduces the time to set up your test
environment, including connectivity tools across
any common interface.

� Multiple interfaces and converters, such as LAN,
USB and GPIB for general purpose instruments.

� Software tools to make it easier to use your test
environment, including tools for the most com-
mon Microsoft environment (.NET).

� System ready instruments optimized for speed and
ease of integration. 

And LXI from Agilent
delivers real world benefits.
For instance, a major automo-
tive component manufacturer
needed to improve the test-
ing throughput for electronic
control units (ECUs). The
application demanded many
changes to the bias voltage
levels during testing, requir-
ing the power supply to tran-
sition quickly to various volt-
ages levels.

By adopting an LXI-com-
pliant, Agilent Open N6700
modular power supply, the
company was able to reduce

test time from 20 seconds to 17 seconds, a 15%
reduction for every device under test. This had an
immediate impact on process throughput, saving
time and money.

For more information about Agilent Open, go to
www.agilent.com/find/open.

LXI Done Right

With Agilent Open, you have the option of
detailed, web-based “anywhere” control. In this
example, you can control the switch matrix sim-
ply by clicking on the matrix crosspoints.
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Microprocessor Directory
performance RISC core, DSP, Bluetooth-
lower-link controller, USB 2.0 OTG (On the
Go), CAN (controller-area network),
Access.bus, Microwire/SPI, ADC, audio-
codec, I2S, and Advanced Audio interfaces. 

The COP8 flash microcontrollers feature
an 8-bit core and as much as 32 kbytes of
onboard flash that you can use as data or
program storage and that work for more
than 100,000 delete/write cycles. The
devices offer virtual-EEPROM functions, in-
system programming, and integrated ana-
log- and mixed-signal functions for stand-
alone and Internet-controlled applications. 

NEC ELECTRONICS AMERICA 
• WWW.AM.NECEL.COM
NEC Electronics America manufactures and
markets highly integrated, low-power
embedded microprocessors and microcon-
trollers, with both embedded flash memory
and mask ROM. The 8-bit K0 and K0S fami-
lies provide low power consumption and
integrate peripherals, such as LCD drivers
and controllers, for consumer appliances,
home health care, building-management
systems, and industrial-controlled applica-
tions. The new 8-bit 78K0/Lx2 series pro-
vides power consumption of 2.5 mA; in-
application self-programming memory; and a
variety of memory, packaging, and peripheral
options. 

The V850 family delivers 32-bit-process-
ing performance, low-voltage operation,
DSP functions, and on-chip peripherals for
consumer-electronics and other embedded-
system applications. Recently, the company
introduced three additions to the 32-bit
V850 series: the V850ES/Hx2, V850ES/
Jx2, and V850ES/Kx2. These series provide
complex, multifunctional, high-speed opera-
tion and a wide range of voltage require-
ments for security systems, industry equip-
ment, digital consumer electronics, and 
sensors.

This year, NEC Electronics America
announced the 32-bit V850ES/Sx3 and
V850E/Dx3 series, which provide peripher-
als targeting automotive audio control, as
well as dashboard- and driver-information
applications. NEC Electronics based the
devices on the V850ES CPU core, and they
share a common architecture to ensure
compatibility among software, software-
development tools, and system-testing tools.
The company expanded its motor-control
ASSP (application-specific-standard-prod-
uct) line with the new 8-bit �PD78F0711
and �PD78F0712 flash-based microcon-
trollers, which the company based on the
78K0 core, and a new 32-bit flash-based
V850ES/IE2 series. 

OKI SEMICONDUCTOR 
• WWW.OKISEMI.COM/US
Oki Semiconductor did not provide an
update to this year’s directory. The compa-
ny’s Advantage microcontroller family com-
prises ARM-core-based products ranging
from the ML671000 with a built-in USB
controller to the high-performance, 120-
MHz ARM946E-based 6200 series with
instruction and data caches. Oki’s 4060,
4050, 675K, and 674K series ARM7
Advantage microcontrollers offer variations
in frequencies, memory sizes, caches, fea-
tures, and packages.

PHILIPS SEMICONDUCTORS 
• WWW.SEMICONDUCTORS.
PHILIPS.COM
Philips Semiconductors offers 8-, 16-, and
32-bit devices targeting low- to high-end
applications in the consumer, communica-
tions, computing, medical, connectivity, and
automotive industries. Philips based its lat-
est offering, the LPC3000 family of micro-
controllers, on the Nexperia platform. The
90-nm, ARM9-family-based, 32-bit
LPC3000 family runs at 1V at speeds as
high as 200 MHz. It features a USB, a real-
time clock, a NAND-flash interface,
Ethernet, and a vector floating-point
coprocessor for full support of single- and
double-precision calculations.

PMC-SIERRA 
• WWW.PMC-SIERRA.COM
PMC-Sierra’s MIPS-based processors tar-
get metropolitan-transportation, storage-
area-networking, wireless-equipment, VOIP
(voice-over-Internet Protocol), Internet-rout-
ing-equipment, enterprise-switch, and multi-
function- and laser-printer applications. The
company’s family of 64-bit, integrated, 1-
GHz CPUs delivers high performance, low
latency, and low power consumption with
integrated standard interfaces, including
PCI, DDR and a DDR memory controller,
Gigabit Ethernet, and HyperTransport. The
family includes pin-compatible devices that
operate at 250 to 900 MHz to support per-
formance scalability.

The MSP (multiservice-processor) family
targets CPE (customer-premises equip-
ment), such as wired and wireless VOIP-ter-
minal adapters, home gateways, voice-
enabled routers, and NAS (network-
attached storage). The open-source-based
platform enables third-party vendors to offer
enhancements such as VOIP security,
advanced QOS (quality of service), and
advanced telephony features.

The newest members of PMC-Sierra’s
MSP family are the MSP8520, MSP7100,
and MSP220x. The MSP8520 incorporates
a scalable, 600-MHz to 1-GHz E9000
MIPS-based processor with integrated
hardware security for storage applications,
VPN (virtual-private-network) security appli-
ances, printer and imaging systems, and
routers and switches. The multithreaded
MSP7100 processors are MIPS32 sys-
tems. The MSP220x processors target resi-
dential and SOHO (small-office/home-
office) NAS applications and integrate fea-
tures such as hard-disk-drive controllers.

QUICKLOGIC 
• WWW.QUICKLOGIC.COM
QuickLogic did not provide an update to
this year’s directory. The QuickMIPS family
combines an embedded-processor subsys-
tem and programmable logic on a single die.
QuickLogic develops intellectual property
and software to target applications that dis-
tribute digital media over Internet Protocol
networks, including in-car infotainment, digi-
tal signage, overhead projectors, and med-
ical imaging. QuickLogic offers video-com-
pression and -decompression, encryption,
and digital-rights-management modules.

RABBIT SEMICONDUCTOR 
• WWW.RABBIT.COM
Rabbit Semiconductor, a Digi International
company, provides high-performance, 8-bit
microprocessors and development tools for
embedded control, communications, and
Ethernet connectivity. A sister division of sin-
gle-board-computer and software manufac-
turer Z-World (www.zworld.com), Rabbit
Semiconductor introduced the Rabbit 2000
microprocessor in 1999, the Rabbit 3000 in
2002, and the Rabbit 4000 in 2006. The
company introduced the RabbitCore line of
microprocessor-core modules in 2001.

*** RAMTRON 
• WWW.RAMTRON.COM
Ramtron’s new Versa 8051 microcon-
trollers, the VRS51L2070 and 3074, target
upgraded 8-bit-system applications without
porting legacy code. Boasting a 40-MIPS,
single-cycle, 8051 core; digital-signal-pro-
cessing extensions; 64 kbytes of in-system-
or in-application-programmable flash; 4
kbytes of SRAM; a JTAG-programming and
debugging interface; and a robust digital-
peripheral set, these devices target the per-
formance of a 16-bit microcontroller without
the need to migrate from an 8-bit device.
The VRS51L3074 combines a high-perform-
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Advanced simulation solutions for analog
and mixed-signal environments
Constrained by increased design complexity and shorter design cycles, 
PCB engineers must rely on accurate simulation results before committing
designs to hardware. PSpice® A/D is a proven, advanced mixed-signal 
simulator with an interactive, easy-to-use graphical user interface that 
provides total control over the design. Availability of resources such as 
device models from many vendors, built-in mathematical functions, 
system-level simulation capability, and behavioral modeling techniques
ensure an efficient design process. 

Support for a broad range of capabilities
PSpice supports capabilities such as temperature and stress analysis, 
worst-case analysis, electro-mechanical simulation, Monte Carlo, and 
automatic optimization algorithms to improve the quality of designs. You 
can also design and generate simulation models for transformers and DC
inductors and perform system-level simulations in conjunction with The
MathWorks MATLAB® Simulink®-PSpice (SLPS) integration.

Learn more now!
Visit us at www.ema-eda.com/PSpice to sign up for an upcoming 

webinar or call us at 800.813.7288[                                                                                                                 ]
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ance SOC (system on chip) with 8 kbytes
of nonvolatile FRAM (ferroelectric RAM) to
target embedded data-acquisition, sensor,
and control systems.

Ramtron’s Versa Mix 8051 family of inte-
grated, high-performance, 8-bit, mixed-signal
controllers targets data-acquisition, signal-
conditioning, processing, and control appli-
cations. Features include a single-cycle
8051 core; a hardware MAC (multiply/accu-
mulate) unit; an ADC; an operational amplifi-
er; a current source; digital potentiometers;
and a complete set of communication inter-
faces, including an I²C, an SPI (serial-
peripheral interface), and UARTs. 

RENESAS TECHNOLOGY 
• WWW.RENESAS.COM
Renesas Technology offers a portfolio of
microcontrollers and microprocessors for
embedded-system applications, extending
from low-power, 8- and 16-bit microcon-
trollers to high-performance, 32-bit micro-
processors. More than 150 microcontroller
offerings span operating speeds from 1 to
160 MHz and on-chip flash memories from
4 kbytes to 1 Mbyte. Renesas offers low-
power, cost-sensitive, 8- to 16-bit microcon-

trollers in the R8C/Tiny, H8/Tiny, H8/SLP,
and 740 series for home appliances, such
as white goods. Renesas offers the SuperH
and M16C/M32R microcontroller families
for automotive, in-car-navigation, and indus-
trial applications. The 16- and 32-bit
devices in the H8 family balance function
and performance for PC and server applica-
tions. The microcontrollers in the M16C and
M32 families provide superior noise per-
formance due to their excellent EMI/EMS
characteristics for consumer and automotive
applications. The chips in the AE series
comprise a smart-card platform with 68
kbytes of EEPROM and a 1024-bit encryp-
tion coprocessor that can safeguard data
and transactions for products requiring high
security. The microprocessors in the
SuperH families deliver high performance
and on-chip peripherals for applications that
use external memory. Renesas also offers
SOC (system-on-chip) and SIP (system-in-
package) devices, as well as analog- and
mixed-signal devices for a diverse mix of
applications. 

The company has added 36 microcon-
trollers in the low-pin-count, small-package
R8C/Tiny series. These devices target home
appliances with low-voltage and wide-tem-

perature-range models; 20 have LIN (local-
interconnect-network) capability. The 32-bit,
40-MHz H8SX/1544F microcontroller tar-
gets instrument clusters and other automo-
tive applications. The 266-MHz SH7763
microprocessor incorporates a floating-point
unit and has two-channel gigabit-Ethernet
and PCI-bus controllers. The SH7785 de-
vice for car-infotainment systems has a 600-
MHz, superscalar SH-4A CPU core and
provides an LCD-panel controller for display-
ing 2- and 3-D graphics on multiple overlap-
ping display screens. The Euclid SH7397
targets cost-sensitive telematics systems.
Renesas has added the 160-MHz SH7721
microcontroller for industrial equipment.

SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS 
• WWW.SAMSUNGSEMI.COM
Samsung did not provide an update to this
year’s directory. The company’s S3C2410
and S3C2440 minimize system cost and
eliminate the need to configure additional
components by featuring common peripher-
als for mobile applications, such as wireless
handheld devices, smart phones, and GPS
(global-positioning-system)-enabled porta-
bles. These processors feature a 16/32-bit
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ARM920T RISC core. Both processors
include a NAND-flash boot loader, and they
support WinCE, Palm, Symbian, and Linux
operating systems.

***   SEMTECH 
• WWW.SEMTECH.COM
Semtech acquired Xemics and offers that
company’s 8- to 22-bit microcontrollers,
which interface to sensors and radio trans-
ceivers and target autonomous battery-oper-
ated wireless devices. These devices oper-
ate at a constant one instruction per clock
that is independent of the type of operation
and addressing mode. The dedicated inter-
face blocks, high-resolution preamplified
ADC, and transceiver serializer/deserializer
all enable miniature-system-wireless-sensing
applications, reducing the bill-of-materials
cost by eliminating external components.

The Radio Machine device for ISM (indus-
trial/scientific/medical)-band transceiver
interfacing includes a low-power RISC core
with the BitJockey, a serial interface for radio
protocols, and a UART. The Sensing
Machine device for sensor interfacing
includes a low-power RISC core with the
ZoomingADC, a high-resolution sigma-delta

ADC, and a programmable preamplifier. The
ZoomingADC can interface to most sen-
sors—even those with millivolt signals—with-
out external components, reducing the cost
and size of an implementation.

SHARP MICROELECTRONICS 
• WWW.SHARPSMA.COM
Sharp’s ARM-based, 16- and 32-bit
BlueStreak microcontrollers range from
ARM7 devices for cost-conscious applica-
tions to high-performance ARM9 devices for
media-rich products. The 16- and 32-bit
LH754xx ARM7 BlueStreak microcontrollers
feature on-chip SRAM, a color and gray-
scale LCD controller, CAN (controller-area-
network) 2.0B, and a low-voltage detector
that enables them to target applications
such as GPSs (global positioning systems),
PDAs, printers, copiers, security-control
panels, and smart appliances. The 32-bit
series of BlueStreak microcontrollers feature
cache, a memory-management unit, a color-
LCD controller, SRAM, a DMA controller,
infrared support, pulse-width modulators,
and an on-chip PLL. The ARM9 LH7A400
and LH7A404 add USB and MMC (multi-
media-card) interfaces to target handheld

devices such as GPSs, games, PDAs, pock-
et PCs, and media players.

Over the previous year, Sharp released
two new ARM720T microcontrollers target-
ing the smart-appliance, industrial-control,
and smart-toy markets. 

SILICON LABORATORIES 
• WWW.SILABS.COM
Silicon Laboratories’ 8-bit, mixed-signal
microcontrollers integrate configurable high-
performance analog; a high-speed,
pipelined, 100-MIPS 8051 core; in-system-
programmable flash memory; and on-chip
JTAG-based debugging, eliminating the
need for an emulator. The company also
offers a ToolStick evaluation platform, a fully
contained evaluation system in a USB stick
that demonstrates Silicon Laboratories’
development tools. 

Silicon Laboratories’ precision mixed-sig-
nal, CAN (controller-area-network), small-
form-factor, Ethernet, USB microcontrollers
target industrial, consumer, automotive,
motor-control, medical, and communications
applications. The family combines high-pre-
cision analog data converters having 10 to
24 bits of resolution with a high-throughput

NEW
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8051 CPU, making the family members
ideal for analog and computationally inten-
sive applications. The single-chip CAN-bus
products integrate a CAN 2.0B controller
and high-performance ADCs. 

New products include the small-form-fac-
tor C8051F41x microcontrollers with 32
kbytes of flash memory and high-perform-
ance analog peripherals in a 5�5-mm pack-
age. The single-chip CP220x Ethernet con-
troller contains an integrated IEEE 802.3-
compliant MAC (media-access controller), a
10BaseT PHY (physical) layer, and 8 kbytes
of nonvolatile flash memory. Silicon Labs
also introduced a family of single-chip USB
microcontrollers that includes an onboard
USB 2.0 function controller, a transceiver,
and on-chip clock recovery.

SILICON STORAGE
TECHNOLOGY • WWW.SST.COM
Silicon Storage’s SST65P542R, a member
of an 8-bit application-specific microcon-
troller family, targets infrared remote con-
trollers in the consumer segment. The
SST65P542R microcontroller offers flexibili-
ty to store remote-control configurations for
multiple appliances. This device integrates
the multiple functions of a remote-controller
system in a single-chip product.

The 89 series of 8-bit FlashFlex51 micro-
controllers employ the proprietary, patented
SuperFlash CMOS-semiconductor-process
technology. FlashFlex51 microcontrollers
target digital consumer, communication/
wired, video, audio, industrial, and motor-
control applications, including HDMI (high-
definition-multimedia-interface) products,
TVs and HDTVs, POS (point-of-sale) equip-
ment, audio/video amplifiers, networking
equipment, and home appliances.

STMICROELECTRONICS 
• WWW.STM.COM
STMicroelectronics offers 8-, 16-, and 32-
bit microcontrollers, including ARM7- and
ARM9-based microcontrollers, and applica-
tion-specific devices for motor-control, USB,
and CAN (controller-area-network) applica-
tions. The 8-bit portfolio includes the “bullet-
proof” ST6 family, the 8051-based �PSD
family, and the ST7 family. Other devices
include the ST7MC for controlling three-
phase brushless motors and a 3V version of
the ST72324 general-purpose microcon-
troller. New devices include the 8-bit ST7
UltraLite, a turbo-plus version of the �PSD
in a DFN package.

The company offers the 16-bit ST10 fami-
ly, which includes devices operating as fast
as 50 MHz with a four-stage pipeline. The

32-bit STR ARM families, based on the
ARM7 and ARM9 cores, support the Thumb
16-bit ISA (instruction-set architecture) and
feature peripherals such as Ethernet, USB,
and CAN.

STRETCH 
• WWW.STRETCHINC.COM
Stretch based the S5000 family of soft-
ware-configurable processors on the S5
engine to boost system performance by
enabling customized acceleration through
the programmable logic in the processor
engine. The design architecture and
methodology merge the software model of
general-purpose processors and the paral-
lelism and flexibility of programmable logic
to deliver customizable acceleration. The S5
engine integrates the Stretch ISEF (instruc-
tion-set-extension fabric) with Tensilica’s
Xtensa RISC-processor core. With
Stretch’s proprietary technology, developers
use C and C�� to program the processor
and configure the ISEF with custom instruc-
tions. The S5000 devices target computa-
tionally intensive applications, such as video
and imaging and the wireless infrastructure.

TENSILICA 
• WWW.TENSILICA.COM
Tensilica’s configurable, extensible, and syn-
thesizable 32-bit Xtensa processor cores
mold to your application by selecting and
configuring predefined elements of the
architecture and by inventing new instruc-
tions and hardware-execution units for maxi-
mum performance. The Xtensa processor
generator automatically matches all associ-
ated software with any changes you make
to the processor.

The Diamond Standard line of six proces-
sors ranges from a small, energy-efficient
controller to an audio processor and a fast,
high-end processor. Tensilica based the
Diamond Standard family on the Xtensa
configurable-processor architecture, and
most members feature direct-interface ports
and queues for high-speed I/O. The ultra-
low-power, cacheless Diamond 108Mini
RISC controller has 15 interrupts and three
built-in timers. The midrange Diamond
212GP RISC controller has instruction and
data caches and user-defined local-memory
sizes. The midrange Diamond 232L CPU
has a memory-management unit for Linux
OS support. The low-power, 24-bit
Diamond 330HiFi audio processor targets
audio and speech codecs. The company
also offers the three-issue-VLIW (very-long-
instruction-word), eight-way-SIMD (single-
instruction-multiple-data) Diamond 545CK

• 0.4 Watts to 150 Watts
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• 115V/26V-400/800 Hz Primary
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Microchip’s 16-bit Microcontroller (MCU) and Digital Signal Controller (DSC) solutions rapidly speed your application 
development to code freeze… and to production. Microchip offers the industry’s only unifi ed 16-bit MCU and DSC architecture 
with 32-bit performance and 8-bit simplicity. The PIC24F, PIC24H, dsPIC30F and dsPIC33F allow migration from low cost to 
high performance to DSP capability within the same low cost design environment. Download our high quality development 
environment and test drive our C compiler for free today.

Spend less time optimizing code!

•• Industry leading C code effi ciency 

•• Selectable fi le level optimization for size or speed

•• Architecture optimized for C

Libraries shorten your design cycle and reduce risk

•• TCP/IP, encryption, FAT16 fi le management, math and more

•• Speech, audio, motor control and communication libraries 

•• Integrated peripheral driver library for (UART, SPI and more)

•• DSP function library (FFT, IIR and more)

Advanced software tools increase productivity

•• Visual Device Initializer: auto-generated peripheral code

•• DSP fi lters, motor control graphical user interface

•• RTOS and scheduler

Purchase your 16-bit Embedded 
Control Solutions from...

M
icrochip
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Relative Code Size (Bytes)
16-bit Applications
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Envision: Add Features, More Performance, On Schedule

Get started with FREE MPLAB® IDE and 
MPLAB C30 C Compiler downloads at: 

www.microchip.com/envision
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Microprocessor Directory
DSP and the three-issue, static, superscalar
Diamond 570T CPU core.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
• WWW.TI.COM
TI has announced plans to add more than
50 devices within two years to the 16-bit,
ultralow-power MSP430 RISC-microcon-
troller platform. The expansion kicked off
with the 14-pin, 4�4-mm MSP430F20xx
microcontroller series, offering 16-MIPS
processing power, a self-wake-up mode that
uses less than 1 �A of power, and a 500-
nA standby mode that the device achieves
through VLO (very-low-power-oscillator)
technology. These tiny, low-pin-count
devices target space-constrained, battery-
powered consumer, security, and sensing
applications for which OEMs may reduce
cost and liability with factory-installed,
sealed batteries that last more than 10
years. MSP430F20xx devices also act as
tiny system-power supervisors for larger sys-
tem processors in imaging, video, and audio
applications, such as digital cameras, set-
top boxes, and MP3 players.

Continuing the portfolio expansion, TI
introduced the MSP43FG461x microcon-
troller series, the first to incorporate the new
MSP430X architecture. It offers a 1-Mbyte
memory compared with the currently avail-
able 64-kbyte memory. The FG461x SCOC
(signal-chain-on-chip) series targets portable
medical devices, such as glucose meters,
digital pulse oximeters, and wireless electro-
cardiograms that require highly integrated
intelligent peripherals and larger memory
options on a single chip.

TI has also announced the eZ430-F2013
microcontroller-development tool, which
developers use to evaluate the MSP430
microcontroller architecture and complete
an entire MSP430F20xx project from start
to finish. The $20 tool comes in a compact
USB-stick form factor. 

The TMS470 platform of ARM7TDMI-
based general-purpose processors includes
the MS470R1B1M microcontrollers, now
available in volume quantities. 

TOSHIBA AMERICA
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 
• CHIPS.TOSHIBA.COM
Toshiba offers highly integrated 8-, 16-, and
32-bit CISC microcontrollers and a family of
32- and 64-bit MIPS-based RISC micro-
processors. Toshiba TX System RISC refer-
ence designs comprise hardware and soft-
ware platforms that provide a ready-to-use
bill of materials. Platforms are available for
consumer applications, such as digital TV,

IP (Internet Protocol) set-top boxes, and
home-entertainment gateways. For the de-
velopment of system-level products, Toshiba
delivers ready-to-use reference boards that
contain a general-purpose board, sample
compilers/debuggers, a real-time operating
system, and software drivers enabling devel-
opment of application software and rapid
product delivery. Toshiba offers access to
expert technology professionals for ques-
tions and application support.

Toshiba rounds out its microcontroller-
product offering with an expanded embed-
ded-flash-microcontroller product line of 8-
and 16/32-bit microcontrollers for diverse
applications, including consumer and indus-
trial. Toshiba introduced the TMP92CZ26-
AXBG, a 32-bit CISC microcontroller that
provides 80-MIPS computing performance
with power consumption of only 80 mW
and incorporates 288 kbytes of RAM; it tar-
gets a range of applications including
mobile/wireless designs. Toshiba also intro-
duced the 32-bit TMP19A64F20AXBG
RISC microcontroller, which operates at 54
MHz and incorporates 2 Mbytes of
Toshiba’s Nano flash technology; it targets
consumer battery-operated applications,
including digital videocameras.

TRANSMETA 
• WWW.TRANSMETA.COM
Transmeta develops and licenses comput-
ing, microprocessor, and semiconductor
technologies and related IP (intellectual
property). Transmeta first designed, devel-
oped, and sold x86-compatible, software-
based microprocessors. The company now
also provides, through strategic alliances
and under contract, engineering services
that leverage the company’s microproces-
sor-design and -development capabilities.
The company also licenses advanced
power- management technologies for con-
trolling leakage and increasing power effi-
ciency in semiconductor and computing
devices.

Transmeta’s x86-compatible Efficeon
microprocessor features a 256-bit-wide
VLIW (very-long-instruction-word) engine
that executes as many as eight instructions
per clock cycle; a 1-Mbyte L2 cache; 
and support for MMX (multimedia-exten-
sion), SSE (streaming-single-instruction-
multiple-data-extension), SSE2, and SSE3
instructions.

UBICOM • WWW.UBICOM.COM
Ubicom develops multithreaded communica-
tions and media-processor and software
platforms that address the unique demands
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Helping YOU SucceedHelping YOU Succeed

•• Order directly from Microchip, 24 hours a 
day, 7 days a week

•• Gain access to the world’s largest 
inventory of Microchip devices and tools

•• View prices from 1-10,000 plus pieces

•• Purchase thousands of Microchip devices 
in less than full reel or tube quantities

•• Program your devices directly with 
Microchip

•• Schedule your shipments

Does your business need more support and resources?
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Use microchipDIRECT to:

Microcontrollers •• Digital Signal Controllers •• Analog •• Serial EEPROMs

www.microchip.com

Successful organizations recognize the value of a strategic supplier relationship to help them deliver innovative products to 
their markets in a timely and cost-effective manner. If reducing time to market, lowering total system cost and utilizing high 
performance silicon solutions are important to you, take a look at the support functions provided via microchipDIRECT and 
our expanded local technical resources. Microchip Technology supports more than 45,000 customers worldwide, and we’re 
committed to helping you succeed.

•• View your order history and re-order with 
just a few clicks

•• Drop ship to many regions worldwide

•• Apply for a business credit line and place 
orders using PO’s with a Microchip credit 
line*

•• Apply for special pricing and quotes 
directly from Microchip’s local team*
*microchipDIRECT account required. Not available in all countries.
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Microprocessor Directory
of real-time, interactive applications and mul-
timedia content delivery in the digital home.
The company provides optimized systems to
OEMs targeting wireless routers, access
points, VOIP (voice-over-Internet Protocol)
gateways, streaming-media devices, print
servers, and other network devices. 

In 2006, Ubicom introduced the
StreamEngine 5000 family of processors
that build on previous product generations.
Targeted at digital home infrastructure and
media devices, these processors can deliver
aggregate TCP/IP (Transfer Control
Protocol/Internet Protocol) throughput as
high as 300 Mbps to support 802.11n and
wire-speed packet processing. The devices
include dedicated DSP instructions for
audio and high-speed interfaces such as
Gigabit Ethernet and USB2.0. The SE5000
family relies on software I/O and uses a 10-
way multithreaded architecture with deter-
ministic single-cycle instruction execution.

Previous products comprise the IP2022,
targeting cost-sensitive network devices,
especially for 10 Base-T Ethernet and
802.11b devices, and the IP3023, which
introduced zero-cycle context switching and
eight-way deterministic, instruction-level
hardware multithreading. The IP3023 has
the performance headroom needed to drive
high-performance network devices and
802.11a/b/g infrastructure equipment, in-
cluding routers, bridges, and access points.

VIA TECHNOLOGIES 
• WWW.VIA.COM.TW OR 
WWW.VIATECH.COM
Via offers power-efficient processors target-
ing x86-based personal electronics and
embedded devices with feature-rich digital-
media-chip sets. Via divides its processors
into five product families that it bases on
power-consumption and performance crite-
ria ranging from fanless operation to power-
saving capabilities for battery-operated
mobile devices. The families are the C7 and
C7-M mobile, the fanless Luke, the Eden-N
and fanless Eden ESP, the C3-M mobile,
and the C3 processors.

XILINX • WWW.XILINX.COM
Xilinx offers processor and silicon platforms.
The Virtex family of high-performance
FPGAs includes the PowerPC 32-bit hard
core. The configurable, general-purpose, 32-
bit MicroBlaze soft core is available with
Spartan and Virtex Platform FPGAs. You
can supplement this core with coprocessing
capabilities and a tightly integrated floating-
point unit and by implementing direct con-
nections to hardware instructions in high-

performance FPGA-logic gates. For the
most cost-effective applications, the 8-bit
PicoBlaze microcontroller can target
Spartan FPGAs and CoolRunner CPLDs.

ZILOG • WWW.ZILOG.COM
Zilog designs, develops, and markets micro-
logic 8-bit microcontrollers targeting both
general-purpose and specific applications.
Zilog offers five families of microdevices.

The eZ80 Acclaim! family provides the
processing power and flash memory to im-
plement communication-protocol stacks in
applications such as communications, auto-
mation, vending machines, POS, security,
industrial control, facility monitoring, and
remote control. Communications peripherals
include UART, I²C, SPI (serial-peripheral
interface), and an IrDA (Infrared Data Asso-
ciation, www.irda.org) EnDec (encoder/
decoder). Last year, Zilog joined the ZigBee
Alliance (www.zigbee.org).

Zilog’s high-performance Z8 Encore! mi-
crocontrollers include peripherals, such as
ADCs and debuggers. The pure-flash Z8
Encore! XP family of microcontrollers in-
cludes a compact, eight-pin version and
offers peripherals such as an ADC, a com-
parator, a transimpedance amplifier, a tem-
perature sensor, and an internal precision
oscillator. Last year saw the extension of the
Z8 Encore! XP family with a new 12-kbyte-
flash version.

Last year, Zilog launched the Z8 Encore!
MC family, targeting motor-control and
power-management applications. These de-
vices feature as much as 16 kbytes of flash
memory; 512 kbytes of RAM; a six-channel,
12-bit PWM; an eight-channel, 2.5-�sec,
10-bit ADC; an operational amplifier; a com-
parator; a 5.53-MHz internal precision oscil-
lator; and communications protocols.

Zilog’s Crimzon infrared remote-control
microcontrollers, along with the company’s
comprehensive infrared-code database,
development environments, and engineering
support, offer turnkey implementations for
developers developing infrared remote con-
trollers. The infrared Crimzon ZLP12840
microcontroller integrates the ability to learn
codes from other infrared remote controls
through an on-chip learning circuit.

The Z8 includes the Z8 ROM, ROMless,
low-voltage, and one-time-programmable
families, for use mainly in low-cost, high-vol-
ume systems. In 2005, Zilog launched the
Z8 GP (general-purpose) family, offering
wider operating voltages; standard-, extend-
ed-, and automotive-temperature ranges;
and multiple memory sizes. Zilog’s legacy
Z80 microprocessor architecture targets
embedded-control applications.EDN
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utomotive batteries, indus-
trial power supplies, distrib-
uted supplies and wall

transformers are all sources of wide-
ranging high voltage inputs. The
simplest method to step-down these
varying sources is to use a monolithic
step-down regulator that can directly
accept a wide input range and deliver
a well-regulated output. A group of
Linear Technology’s growing family of
high voltage DC/DC converters accept
inputs from 3.6V to 36V (or higher)
and provide excellent line and load
regulation and dynamic response.
Nevertheless, these mid-range
converters are acceptable for a wide
range of applications; however, we

also offer higher voltage products with
inputs up to 80V. In many automotive
applications, these parts are required
to meet a minimum input voltage
scenario, known as cold crank, where
the cars battery voltage can drop to 4V,
yet a regulated 3.3V is required on the
output. Similarly, during a load dump
scenario, transients of 36V and higher
can be found at the input of the DC/DC
converter which is required to regulate
at a constant voltage. All of the devices
offer a high efficiency solution over a
wide load range with a well regulated
output. The LT®3481 can deliver up to
2A of output current and offers Burst
Mode® operation with quiescent
current of only 50µA while the LT3493

and LT3505 can deliver up to 1.2A
from a very tiny solution footprints
which utilize minimal external compo-
nents. See Figure 8 for a profile of our
high voltage monolithic buck.

36V, 2A Step-Down Requires
only 50µA Quiescent Current
The LT3481 is available in a 10-lead
3mm x 3mm DFN (or MSOP) package
with an integrated 3.8A power switch
and external compensation for design
flexibility. The switching frequency is
user programmable from 300kHz to
2.8MHz. Figure 1 shows a schematic
of the LT3481 capable of producing
3.3V at 2A from an input of 4.5V to

36V Input DC/DC
Converters

AA
High Performance Analog Solutions from Linear Technology

VC

RT

PG

SW

BIAS

FB

VIN BD

VIN
4.3V TO

36V

VOUT
3.3V 
2A

4.7µF

0.47µF200pF

22µF200k

15k
60k

4.7µH

350k

GND

OFF   ON

LT3481

RUN/SS BOOST

Figure 1. The LT3481 800kHz, DC/DC Converter Delivers 2A at 3.3V Output
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36V while Figure 2 shows resultant
efficiency of the circuit (with VIN=12V
nominal).

The LT3481 utilizes a unique low
ripple Burst Mode operation which
maintains high efficiency at light
loads while keeping the output volt-
age ripple below 15mVPK-PK (Figure
3). Low noise operation can be criti-
cal if there are any noise-sensitive
circuits such as wireless transceivers
close by. During Burst Mode opera-

tion, the LT3481 delivers single cycle
bursts of current to the output capac-
itor followed by sleep periods when
the output power is delivered to the
load by the output capacitor. Between
bursts, all circuitry associated with
controlling the output switch is shut
down, reducing the input supply
current to 50µA. Figure 3 shows the
inductor current and output voltage
ripple under single pulse Burst Mode
operation from 12V input to 3.3V
output. As the load current decreases
to a no load condition, the percentage
of time that the LT3481 operates in
sleep mode increases and the average
input current is greatly reduced result-
ing in high efficiency. The LT3481
also has a very low shutdown current
(less than 1µA) that significantly
extends battery life in applications
that spend long periods of time in
sleep or shutdown mode.

Additionally, the LT3481’s high
side bootstrapping boost diode is inte-
grated into the IC to minimize solution
size and cost. When the output volt-
age is at least 2.8V, the anode of the
boost diode can be connected to

output. For output voltages lower than
2.5V, the boost diode can be tied to the
input. For systems that rely on a well-
regulated power source, the LT3481
provides a power good flag that
signals when VOUT reaches 90% of the
programmed output voltage. Finally,
a resistor and capacitor on the
RUN/SS pin programs the LT3481’s
soft-start, reducing maximum inrush
current during start-up.

36V Step-Down DC/DC
Converters Deliver 1.2A 
from 50mm2

Both the LT3493 and the LT3505
include an internal 1.75A, 36V
power switches which are capable of
withstanding 40V transients. Both
parts deliver efficiencies as high as
85% from 12V inputs. Their 0.78V
reference voltage enables them to
operate with output voltages as low
as 0.8V. Both parts offer cycle-by-
cycle current limit, providing protec-
tion against shorted outputs and
soft-start eliminates input current
surge during start-up. The low
current (<2µA) shutdown mode
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Figure 2. Efficiency vs Load Current for Figure 1 Circuit
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Figure 3. LT3481 Burst Mode Operation at 10mA Load Current 
With VIN=12V For Figure 1 Circuit

Figure 4. LT3493 Demo Board  Showing <50mm2

footprint                 
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provides output disconnect, enabling
easy power management in battery-
powered systems.

The LT3493 operates with a
switching frequency of 750kHz in a
6-pin DFN package (2mm x 3mm). Its
internal loop compensation elimi-
nates the need for external compen-
sation components, reducing the PC
board space to less than 50mm2.
Figure 4 shows the actual size of the
LT3493’s solution footprint. This
particular circuit generates 3.3V from

a 12V input and delivers up 1.2A of
output current. 

The LT3505 operates with a
switching frequency that is user-
programmable from 250kHz to
3MHz. This enables designers to
keep switching noise out of criti-
cal noise sensitive circuits while
using the smallest external
components possible. It is pack-
aged in a 3mm x 3mm DFN-8
offering a very compact 36V input
capable solution.

40V Step-Down Converter
Deliver up to 200mA from 
a ThinSOT
The LT®3470 is a 40V step-down
converter with the power switch,
catch diode and boost diode inte-
grated in a tiny ThinSOT™ package
or 2mm x 3mm DFN. The boosted
NPN power stage provides high
voltage capability, high power
density and high switching speed
without the cost and space of exter-
nal diodes.
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The LT3470 accepts an input
voltage from 4V to 40V and deliv-
ers up to 200mA to load (Figure 7).
Micropower bias current and Burst
Mode operation enable it to
consume merely 26µA with no load
and a 12V input. Hysteretic current
mode control and single-cycle
bursts result in very low output
ripple and stable operation with
small ceramic capacitors. The
combination of small circuit size,
low quiescent current and 40V input
makes the LT3470 ideal for auto-
motive and industrial applications.

The LT3470 uses a hysteretic
current control scheme in conjunction
with Burst Mode operation to provide

low output ripple and low quiescent
current while using a tiny inductor
and ceramic capacitors. The switch
turns on until the current ramps up to
the level of the top current compara-
tor, then turns off and the inductor
current ramps down through the
catch diode until the bottom current
comparator trips and the minimum
off-time has been met. In continuous
mode, the difference between the top
and bottom current comparator levels
is about 150mA. Since the switch
only turns on when the catch diode
current falls below threshold, switch-
ing frequency decreases, keeping
switch current under control during
start-up or short circuit conditions. If

the load is light, the IC alternates
between micropower and switching
states to keep the output in regula-
tion. Hysteretic mode allows the IC
to provide single switch-cycle bursts
for the lowest possible light load
output voltage ripple (<20mVPK-PK)
from 12V to 3.3V at zero load.)
During continuous switching mode
at higher current levels, the output
voltage ripple is even smaller
(<10mVPK-PK). 

The LT3470’s high level of inte-
gration, wide input voltage range and
very compact solution footprint make
it ideal for step down applications
which require up to 40V inputs and less
than 200mA of load current.

Note: LT, LTC, and Burst Mode are registered
trademarks and ThinSOT is a trademark of Linear
Technology Corporation. All other trademarks are
property of their respective owners.
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ire-line- and wireless-communication sys-
tems depend on continuous access to a reli-
able PRS (primary-reference-source) tim-
ing signal to ensure high-quality service,
especially for real-time applications, such
as voice, IPTV (Internet Protocol televi-

sion), and online gaming. Accurate and stable timing plays a
critical role in maintaining synchronization between connect-
ed nodes in the network. Synchronized nodes improve hand-
shaking and packet transfers and minimize latency, errors, and
dropped packets; they also maximize available-bandwidth usage.

The GPS (global positioning system) is an ideal reference sig-
nal because it is readily accessible, traceable to UCT (univer-
sal coordinated time), and cost-effective for many applications.
However, continuous access to GPS is not always guaranteed.
When the GPS-reference signal is unavailable, network ele-
ments begin to fall out of synchronization, making it more dif-
ficult to maintain a reliable network link. As a consequence,
network efficiency and reliability significantly decrease, result-
ing in lost packets, increased network contention, and lower
overall quality of service. These problems can directly impact
revenue, as they do in the cellular market, in which the com-
petitive spotlight has shifted from comprehensive coverage to
network stability. Dropped calls remain one of the key reasons
users cite when changing service providers.

When you lose the GPS reference, a holdover oscillator holds
the last good frequency signal until the provider restores the
PRS. The quality and performance of the holdover oscillator
determine the service performance of the network, as well as
how long it will continue to operate efficiently once it goes into
holdover mode. Compact rubidium-based atomic oscillators, for
example, maintain Stratum 1 quality synchronization and tim-
ing to maintain services during extended holdover periods (Ref-
erence 1).

Certain characteristics of a holdover oscillator are critical
when timing goes into holdover operation, and it is important
to select the most effective oscillator for a particular applica-
tion and network element. Diligent system design can gener-
ally minimize initial frequency-offset errors, leaving the fre-
quency-aging rate and temperature stability as the dominant
performance factors determining holdover performance. 

THE TIMING HIERARCHY
It is important to understand that reliable networks must

maintain a timing hierarchy to avoid degrading clock-holdover

mechanisms. There are many ways in which you can create
loops between, for example, the CO (central office) and small-
er remote offices using the POP (Post Office Protocol), because
people manage and engineer provisioning rules. It is relatively
easy to create a distribution-timing loop within a network, such
as Network Element A providing a reference to Network Ele-
ment B, which provides a reference to Network Element C,
which provides a reference signal back to Network Element A
(Figure 1). SONET (synchronous-optical-network) and SDH
(synchronous-digital-hierarchy)-ring applications are particu-
larly prone to timing loops because the architectures themselves
create a loop through which timing must be distributed.

Timing loops can unexpectedly wreak havoc on the network
when the network loses the primary GPS reference. The loop

BY JIM OLSEN AND KISHAN SHENOI • SYMMETRICOM INC

Accurate clocks
optimize network service
ATOMIC CLOCKS EXTEND SIGNAL HOLDOVER TO MAINTAIN
ACCURATE NETWORK TIMING AND ENSURE CONSISTENT
SERVICE QUALITY DURING A GPS OUTAGE.
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Figure 1 Distribution-timing loops (a), in which Network Element
A provides a reference to Element B, which provides a reference
to Element C, which provides a reference signal back to Element
A, can quickly degrade holdover-oscillator timing signals unless a
timing hierarchy exists (b). In a timing hierarchy, elements can re-
ceive a timing signal only from an element higher in the hierarchy.

A
STRATUM 1

B
STRATUM 2

C
STRATUM 3

A
STRATUM 1

B
STRATUM 2

C
STRATUM 3

(a)

(b)
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drives oscillators to the end of their tuning range, which can
create a large frequency offset that can isolate network elements
and create traffic outages. The tuning range of an oscillator is
a measure of how far the oscillator can move from its center fre-
quency. The oscillator centers on the GPS-based PRS signal
when it is available and maintains synchronization between net-
work elements. When the GPS-based PRS-reference signal is
unavailable, however, the oscillator pulls away from its center
frequency, and the oscillators in network elements begin to pull
from each other. The farther an oscillator is from its center fre-
quency, the shorter the period of time it can provide accurate
synchronization.

When a timing-reference signal passes around a loop, its accu-
racy quickly degrades. Consider, for example, a crystal that has
a tuning range of one part in 108 that centers on an incoming
PRS. Depending on the shared reference signal, the crystal can
pull either above or below the center frequency. If the reference
signal is bad or corrupted because of a timing loop, the crystal
quickly pulls one way or the other to the edge of the tuning
range. The narrower the tuning range of an oscillator, the less
it can pull away from the center frequency. The tuning range
and intrinsic accuracy of an oscillator are related entities. For
example, rubidium oscillators have a tuning range (intrinsic
accuracy) on the order of parts in 109, which means that they
cannot pull far from their original PRS reference; even if you
drive them to the end of their tuning range, rubidium oscilla-
tors can still maintain an accurate enough synchronization sig-
nal to avoid immediately impacting the network.

One method for distributing timing that reduces the possi-
bility of timing loops is to propagate timing references accord-
ing to a hierarchy. In other words, a timing-reference signal
never follows a less accurate reference. For example, a Stratum
2 network component can feed a timing-reference signal to a
Stratum 3 component, but Stratum 3 components cannot feed
signals to Stratum 2 components. Thus, a signal from a less accu-
rate holdover oscillator with a wide tuning range can never cor-
rupt an accurate holdover oscillator with a narrow tuning range.
Table 1 shows the four stratum levels, their respective accura-
cy, their typical placement in a network, and the type of
holdover oscillator each network requires.

It is important to be aware of the difference between a tim-
ing-reference signal that is off center frequency and one that
has drifted. When a PRS is available through a GPS-based ref-
erence source, the holdover oscillator locks to the PRS because
it is constantly recalibrating to the PRS. Drift comes into play
when the PRS is no longer available and the system must rely
on the holdover oscillator. At this point, the holdover oscilla-
tor is on its own. The accuracy of the holdover oscillator deter-
mines how quickly the center frequency of the oscillator drifts.
Thus, the ability of a holdover oscillator to maintain an accu-
rate synchronization timing reference depends on both the tun-

ing range and the drift of the oscillator (Figure 2). Table 2 com-
pares the tuning range and drift of various oscillators.

SETTLING TIME
A holdover oscillator can support a single network element

or clock distribution throughout a network. This factor deter-
mines the accuracy of the oscillator’s overall timing-reference
signal. However, another aspect that you must consider is set-
tling time. “Settling time” refers to how long it takes a system
to adjust to the timing-reference signal from a holdover oscil-
lator alone—that is, after it loses the PRS—as well as how long
it takes a system to readjust to the PRS once the oscillator recov-
ers the GPS-based reference signal.

Traditionally, oscillators remained on frequency through the
use of a tuning voltage. As an oscillator drifted, the system would
keep the oscillator on frequency by adjusting the tuning volt-
age. Sooner or later, however, the system would hit the end of
the voltage-tuning range. Depending on the oscillator and appli-
cation, this time would be two to 10 years. Now, the network
element requires a manual recalibration to move the oscillator
back to its center voltage.

Modern network-timing systems have eliminated the need for

74  EDN |  AUGUST 3, 2006

Figure 2 The tuning range of a holdover oscillator is a measure of
its ability to stay close to its center frequency (a). Drift is the
change in center frequency over time (b). Accurate synchroniza-
tion depends on both the tuning range and the drift of an oscilla-
tor (c).

TABLE 1 STRATUM LEVELS, PRECISION, PLACEMENT IN A NETWORK, AND BEST SUITED OSCILLATOR
Level Accuracy Place in network Holdover oscillator
Stratum 1 PRS: 1�10�11 Synchronization feed Local cesium clock or rubidium oscillator
Stratum 2 9�10�10 Synchronization elements Rubidium oscillator
Stratum 3 Parts in 10�8 Network elements (typically end office) Ovenized crystal oscillator
Stratum 4 Parts in 10�6 Network elements (typically customer premises) Crystal oscillator

(a)

(b)

(c)

(continued on page 78)
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and high expense of manual tuning through the use of DDS
(direct digital synthesis). DDS circuitry allows the use of a free-
running oscillator to create an internal reference signal that can
lock to the incoming PRS feed. DDS circuits use well-known
digital elements, such as accumulators. A digital word controls
the output-frequency rate, simplifying microprocessor control.
The precision of the system can generate a frequency value that
directly links to the word length of the implementation. The
range of a DDS circuit is so large that it can easily compensate
for the drift in an oscillator over more than 20 years.

When the system loses the GPS-based PRS feed, DDS relies
solely on the signal from the oscillator, which differs somewhat
from the combined PRS-plus-oscillator reference. If the change
in reference frequency is too large, it causes a phase transient
in the timing signal that may cause network elements to unlock.
As these elements attempt to relock to the reference signal, the
network element will experience disruptions, errors, and

dropped traffic. To avoid losing lock,
the system must adjust slowly over
time to the new reference signal.

Settling occurs whenever the ref-
erence-timing signal of a network ele-
ment changes. Thus, even if the sys-
tem only briefly loses the GPS-based
reference signal, the system needs to
settle to adjust to both the loss and

the immediate regaining of the PRS. The longer the settling
time, the greater the impact on system reliability.

In general, settling time depends on the overall difference
between the PRS and the holdover frequency. The farther the
frequency has drifted, the longer the settling time. Tuning range
also comes into play, because the narrower the tuning range,
the faster an oscillator can settle and restore network stability.

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
As you can see, you must consider many variables when select-

ing a holdover oscillator to use at each level of a network. Typ-
ically, the more accurate and reliable an oscillator is, the more
expensive it is. Arbitrarily using less accurate holdover oscilla-
tors directly affects network reliability. On the other hand, spec-
ifying too accurate a holdover oscillator unnecessarily increas-
es system cost.

First, consider how long a system can afford to operate using
a holdover frequency. If a technician can quickly address the
loss of a PRS, then no pressing need exists for a long-term
holdover capability. However, if signal loss could extend across
days or weeks, more accurate holdover is the only way to main-
tain the synchronization to uphold network reliability during
this time. A second relevant aspect to consider is accuracy. Crys-
tal oscillators provide a sufficient timing signal for hours to days.
Hence, after a few hours or days, timing accuracy for this net-
work element decreases to the accuracy of the crystal rather than

to the original reference or PRS that the oscillator was follow-
ing. For mission-critical applications, a rubidium oscillator holds
an accurate reference for more than 30 days, depending on the
application.

Developers also need to consider the overall impact of a
holdover oscillator on the system. For example, if a network ele-
ment propagates timing signals down through the timing hier-
archy, a less accurate holdover oscillator speeds the degradation
of holdover oscillators further down the hierarchy. Finally, devel-
opers need to take into account the impact that settling time
has on the network. For example, although a network element
may require only the precision of an ovenized crystal oscillator,
a developer may opt to implement a rubidium oscillator to min-
imize settling time and, as a result, reduce the impact of PRS
loss and gain.

Synchronization is the foundation of reliable connectivity in
networks. Using an accurate timing hierarchy maximizes band-
width usage and uptime. Reliable networks require the presence
of a holdover oscillator to maintain accurate network timing
when something interrupts access to a PRS. By understanding
the difference between oscillator precision, drift, tuning range,
and settling time, engineers can select the most cost-effective
and reliable holdover oscillator to reduce unnecessary system
downtime and loss of service quality.EDN

R E F E R E N C E
“Synchronization Interface Standards for Digital Networks,”

American National Standards Institute, ANSI/T1.101-1998,
www.ansi.org.
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TABLE 2 OSCILLATOR TYPES, ACCURACY, AND DRIFT
Technology Intrinsic accuracy Stability (1 sec) Stability (floor) Initial to ultimate aging (per day) Hold Stratum 1 Cost
Hydrogen maser ~10�10 ~10�13 ~10�15 10�15 to 10�16 Years ~200�
Cesium beam ~10�11 ~10�11 ~10�14 NA NA ~20�
Rubidium-gas cell ~10�9 ~10�11 ~10�13 10�11 to 10�13 Days ~�
High-quality quartz 10�6 to 10�8 ~10�12 ~10�12 10�9 to 10�11 Hours ~0.7�

1
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A step-down SMPS (switched-
mode power supply) efficiently

converts unregulated power to a regu-
lated output voltage. However, un-
wanted switching-induced ripple and
input transients may appear on the out-
put. Applying noisy power to an RF
power amplifier can inject spurious sig-
nals or modulated noise into the broad-
cast spectrum. Analog- and RF-system
engineers favor traditional low-noise
power-supply designs that comprise a
transformer, rectifier, and filter followed
by a linear voltage regulator. A low-
dropout linear regulator’s low output
noise and high PSRR (power-supply
rejection ratio) ensure clean power that
imposes no interference on a power
amplifier’s output.

Unfortunately, a transformer-and-

rectifier power supply delivers a fluctu-
ating output voltage that depends on its
input voltage. As the difference be-
tween its input and output voltage
increases, a low-dropout regulator’s effi-
ciency decreases, and its power dissi-
pation increases. To remain in regula-
tion at low ac-line voltages, even a low-
dropout regulator requires a certain
amount of head-room input-to-output
voltage.

To overcome the disadvantages in-
herent in both circuits, you can use an
SMPS to maintain high efficiency and
a low-dropout regulator to reduce the
output noise and ripple voltage of the
SMPS. Setting the output voltage of
the SMPS slightly higher than the low-
dropout regulator’s minimum dropout
voltage reduces the regulator’s power

dissipation, accommodates the voltage
margin you need for good switching-
noise rejection, and maintains high effi-
ciency. The regulators’ PSRRs add, and
the combined circuits’ PSRR exceeds
that of either the regulator or the
SMPS alone.

Figure 1 shows a cascade circuit com-
prising an SMPS followed by a linear
regulator. This circuit’s output voltage
ranges from 1.5 to 5V at an output cur-
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Low-dropout regulator, SMPS cascade
suppress ripple, maintain efficiency
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82 Novel circuit isolates tempera-
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Figure 1 Connected in cascade, a low-dropout linear regulator and a switched-mode power supply improve output-volt-
age ripple and maintain overall efficiency. (Note: In IC1’s part designation, “XX” represents the regulator’s output voltage.)
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Temperature sensors must some-
times operate at locations whose

return potentials differ considerably
from that of the data-acquisition sys-
tem’s common—that is, equipoten-
tial—ground. In consequence, the tem-
perature sensor’s support circuitry must
provide galvanic isolation between the
sensor and its data-acquisition system.

Also, the data-acquisition system sel-
dom provides an isolated source of
power for the sensor. The circuit in Fig-
ure 1 solves both problems by isolating
the sensor’s signal and power supply.

The complementary, fixed-frequency
square-wave outputs of a power-trans-
former driver—IC1, a Maxim (www.
maxim-ic.com) MAX845—drive a Halo

Electronics (www.haloelectronics.com)
TGM-010P3 1-to-1-to-1 transformer
with dual primary windings and a sin-
gle untapped secondary winding (Ref-
erence 1). The secondary winding
feeds a Graetz-bridge rectifier that gen-
erates approximately 4.5V to power
IC2, a Maxim MAX6576 sensor. Com-
bining a temperature sensor, signal-pro-
cessing electronics, and an easy-to-use
digital-I/O interface in a low-cost pack-
age, the MAX6576 draws little current
from a single supply source and main-
tains its specified accuracy over a 3 to
5V supply-voltage range.

rent as high as 400 mA. Although a
fixed 6V supply powers the cascaded cir-
cuit, its design accommodates any input
voltage at least 0.5V higher than the
cascaded pair’s desired output voltage.

Adjusting the reference voltage,
VSET, over 0 to 1.105V linearly varies
the circuit’s output voltage. Resistors R1
and R2 and reference voltage VSET
determine the low-dropout regulator’s
output voltage and thus the cascaded
pair’s output voltage. Resistors RT, RB,
R3, and R4 divide VSET to maintain the
SMPS’ output voltage, VPS, at a con-
stant 0.2V higher than the regulator’s
output voltage, reducing the regulator’s
power dissipation to 80 mW at full out-
put current and any output voltage.

At its maximum output current of
400 mA, the cascaded supply reaches
a maximum efficiency of 89% with a
6V input and a 4.69V output (Figure
2). The overall efficiency decreases as
the output voltage decreases. Figure 3
compares the PSRRs of the SMPS
alone and of the SMPS cascaded with
the regulator, which improves PSRR by
46 dB at 500 Hz—essentially that of the
regulator alone at 500 Hz.

Over a frequency range of 100 Hz to
100 kHz, the low-dropout regulator
improves PSRR by at least 25 dB (Fig-
ure 3). Circuit-layout and -measure-
ment techniques compound the diffi-

culty of making accurate small-signal
measurements, and the graph’s PSRR
values may not appear additive. The lin-
ear regulator governs the circuit’s
switched-load transient response,

which may represent an improvement
over the response of the SMPS. How-
ever, the cascade circuit’s low output
ripple and high efficiency make the cir-
cuit well worth investigation.EDN
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Figure 2 The regulator cascade’s combined efficiency improves as the
unregulated output voltage increases.
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Linear’s growing family of PowerPathTM battery chargers provides more than just autonomous battery charging. These
devices effectively manage the seamless transition between multiple power sources, such as automotive adapters, AC
adapters, USB ports and the battery itself. Accurate programmable current limits maximize power available from the USB
and a low on-resistance “ideal diode” MOSFET produces less heat. What’s more, they allow the end product to operate
immediately when plugged in, regardless of the battery’s state of charge.
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Not Just A Battery Charger

Part No.

LTC®4089

LTC4085

LTC4055

LTC4075

LTC4076

LTC4077

Max. Charge
Current

1.2A

1.5A

1.25A

950mA or
650mA USB

950mA or
650mA USB

950mA or
650mA USB

Input
Voltage

6V to 40V

4.35V to 5.5V

4.3V to 5.5V

4.3V to 8V

4.3V to 8V

4.3V to 8V

Onboard Charge
Termination

Timer with C/10
Indication

Timer with C/10
Indication

Timer

C/x

C/x

C/10

Package

6mm x 3mm
DFN-22

4mm x 3mm
DFN-14

4mm x 4mm
QFN-16

3mm x 3mm
DFN-10

3mm x 3mm
DFN-10

3mm x 3mm
DFN-10

Comments

PowerPath Control, High Voltage Input,
Linear Charger from USB and Switching

Charger from AC Adapter

PowerPath Control with
Low Loss Ideal Diode (<50m    Capable)

PowerPath Control with
Low Loss Ideal Diode

Dual Input: USB or Adapter

Dual Input: USB or Adapter;
C or C/5 USB Charge Current

Dual Input: USB or Adapter;
C or C/x USB Charge Current
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If you connect the sensor as Figure
1 shows, it operates as an absolute tem-
perature-to-period converter and pro-
vides a nominal conversion constant of
10 �sec/�K, which, at room tempera-
ture, yields a period of approximately
2.980 msec—a frequency of 335 Hz.
You can adjust the conversion constant
from 10 to 640 �sec/�K. Note that
longer conversion constants allow
more signal-integration time to mini-
mize noise effects. The sensor’s sym-
metrical square-wave output drives
NPN transistor Q2’s base through R4, a
10-k� resistor. A 390� resistor, R3,
serves as Q2’s collector load and con-
nects to the same lines that deliver
power to the temperature sensor.

When Q2 conducts, it draws an asym-
metrical power-supply current that
exceeds the supply current during the
sensor output’s positive half-cycle.

In IC1’s sensor output-to-ground
return on the data-acquisition system’s
side, resistor R2 and capacitor C2 shunt
Q1’s base-emitter junction. The values
of R2 and C2 ensure that the sum of
IC2’s current and transformer T1’s mag-
netizing current cannot drive Q1 into
conduction. When Q2 conducts, it
draws about 12 mA from the isolated
4.5V power-supply line. Reflecting to
the primary, Q2’s conduction current
flows from the 5V supply into IC1, out
through its ground terminals, and part-
ly through R2. The voltage drop across

R2 exceeds Q1’s base-emitter voltage
threshold and supplies sufficient base
current to turn on Q1.

Thus, when Q2 conducts, so does Q1,
which copies IC1’s isolated square-wave
output to Q1’s collector circuit. As the
waveforms of figures 2 and 3 show, Q1’s
output rise and fall times, jitter, and
propagation delay total about 2 �sec.
The equivalent measurement error due
to timing jitter amounts to less than
0.1�K at the fastest conversion constant
of 10 �sec/�K. Varying the circuit’s sup-
ply voltage through a range of 4.5 to
5.5V introduces an error of less than
0.1�K. The output at Q1’s collector can
sink several milliamperes at a voltage
excursion of 0 to 5V.
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5V

NOTE: D1 THROUGH D4: MBR0520L.

IC1
MAX845

VCC T1

FS
D1

D2
GND2GND1

SD

IC2
MAX6576

VCC

Q2
2N3904

R4
10k

R5
1k

R3
390

C3
1 nF

C2
20 nF

C4
10 �F

D3

D4

D2

D1

OUT TS0

TS1

GND

0
T

5V

Q1
2N3904

R2
75

C1
0.1 �F

R1
2.2k

OUT

INSULATION
BOUNDARY

Figure 1 Transformer T1 isolates the temperature sensor, IC2, from the equipment under test. The period of IC1’s digital
output varies as a function of temperature. The circuit’s output period varies at a rate of 10 �sec/�K. User-selected scale
factors range from 10 to 640 �sec/�K.

0V

2V/DIV

0V

1 �SEC/DIV

MAX6576 OUTPUT

OUTPUT
FROM Q1'S

COLLECTOR

Figure 2 Measured from the positive-going edge of
IC2’s output to the circuit’s output at Q1’s collector, the
relative jitter averages less than 1 �sec.

0V

2V/DIV

0V

1 �SEC/DIV

MAX6576 OUTPUT

OUTPUT
FROM Q1'S

COLLECTOR

Figure 3 As in Figure 2, Q1’s average output jitter with
respect to IC1’s negative-going output also averages
less than 1 �sec.
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HIGHEST PRECISION TEMP
SENSOR SAVES 50% SPACE!

±0.5°C Accuracy in a µSOP Package
Accurate thermal management in a tiny form factor becomes essential when many components are packed in a
small space. The DS1631 in a µSOP package is the world’s smallest ±0.5°C accurate digital temperature sensor.
The µSOP package reduces the required board area by 50% compared to existing 8-pin SO versions.

♦ Tiny µSOP Package
♦ ±0.5°C Accuracy from 0°C to +70°C
♦ -55°C to +125°C Operating Range
♦ 2.7V to 5.5V Supply Range
♦ No External Components Required
♦ Thermostat Output with User-Defined 

Nonvolatile Trip Points

♦ User-Selectable 9- to 12-Bit Resolution 
♦ Industry-Standard 2-Wire Serial Interface
♦ Typical Applications: Base Stations, Routers,

Switches, or Any Thermally Sensitive System
♦ Price: $1.66†

†1000-up recommended resale. Prices provided are for design guidance and are FOB USA. International prices will differ due to local duties, taxes, and exchange rates. Not all pack-
ages are offered in 1k increments, and some may require minimum order quantities.
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FREE Temperature Sensors Design Guide—Sent Within 24 Hours!
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When available fixed-gain values match design
requirements, a PGA (programmable-gain-amplifier)

IC offers a drop-in choice, but what does a designer do when
a suitable PGA is unavailable? Before the PGA’s advent, a
circuit designer who needed selectable, fixed amounts of gain
chose a suitable operational amplifier and designed a
switched-resistor gain-setting network. This Design Idea dis-
cusses two methods of designing the desired resistive net-
work.

Figure 1 shows a series-ladder-resistor network compris-
ing a string of resistors whose junctions connect to switch-
selectable taps that determine the circuit’s gain. Little cur-
rent flows through the switch, and the resistance of the
switch thus doesn’t affect the design. A circuit with N dis-
crete-gain values requires an N-position switch, usually an
analog multiplexer, and N�1 resistors in its ladder. Equa-
tion 1 describes the circuit’s gain in the general case:

You can solve Equation 1 for the resistor summations and
expand a few terms as follows:

and

Find resistor values for arbitrary
programmable-amplifier gains
Sid Levingston, DML Engineering Inc, Aloha, OR

Figure 1 A series-resistor-ladder network and a sin-
gle-pole, multiple-throw switch form a custom-value
programmable-gain amplifier.

�

+ VOUT

VIN

R1

R2

S1

R[N+1]

GN TAP

G1 TAP

G2 TAP

Figure 2 In a parallel-resistor-ladder network, connecting one
resistor at a time in parallel with R1 determines the circuit’s
gain.

�

+ VOUT

VIN

R1

R2

RG

S1

SNRN GN TAP

G1 TAP

G2 TAP

�

This design can accommodate tem-
perature-to-frequency converters and
other types of temperature sensors.
For further information on IC1 and
IC2, review the devices’ data sheets
and the data sheet for the MAX845
evaluation kit (references 2, 3, and
4).EDN

R E F E R E N C E S
“PCMCIA DC/DC Conversion

Isolation Modules,” Halo Electronics
Inc, www.haloelectronics.com/pdf/
lowpower-oper.pdf.

“Isolated transformer driver for
PCMCIA applications,” Maxim Inc,
October 1997, http://pdfserv.

maxim-ic.com/en/ds/MAX845.pdf.
“SOT Temperature Sensors with

Period/Frequency Output,” Maxim Inc,
April 1999, http://pdfserv.maxim-ic.
com/en/ds/MAX6576-MAX6577.pdf.

MAX845 Evaluation Kit, Maxim Inc,
October 1997, http://pdfserv.maxim-
ic.com/en/ds/MAX845EVKIT.pdf.
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MAX2021/22/23*

0°
90°

ZERO-IF MODS/DEMODS 
MAX2058/59*

RF DIGITAL VGAs

45, 80, OR
95MHz

LO

MAX4395
QUAD AMP

MAX9491
VCO + PLL

MAX5873
DUAL DAC

POUT = +5dBm
OIP3 = +22dBm
NOUT < -160dBc/Hz

POUT = +15dBm
OIP3 = +35dBm
NOUT = -156dBc/Hz

BUILT-IN LOOPBACK
MIXER FOR

SIMULTANEOUS Tx AND 
Rx CHAIN DIAGNOSTICS

DECODER

31dB

I
12

12
Q

31dB

3

55

17dB

RF OUT

SPITM

CONTROL
LOOPBACK

OUT
(FEEDS BACK

INTO Rx CHAIN
FRONT-END)

Rx
OFF

SPI is a trademark of Motorola, Inc.
*Future product—contact factory for availability.
**Five chips if using optional Tx diagnostic loopback feature.

HIGHEST LINEARITY, LOWEST NOISE,
DIRECT-CONVERSION TRANSMITTER

FOR GSM/EDGE BASE STATIONS

♦ Complete Conformance to GSM/EDGE
Specifications
♦Meets All Spectral-Mask and

Noise-Floor Requirements
♦ < -156dBc/Hz Noise at 6MHz Offset
♦ LO Leakage < -40dBc Over Temp

and Frequency (After Nulling)
♦ +15dBm/+12dBm Output Power

(GSM/EDGE)

♦ Highly Efficient, Low-Cost
Solution
♦ Four-Chip Solution**
♦ No Ancillary RF Filters 

Required
♦ Up to 62dB of Lineup Gain Control
♦ 12dB Static Control
♦ 30dB Dynamic Control
♦ > 10dB Lineup Compensation

♦ Built-In Loopback Test Mixer
(MAX2058/MAX2059*)
♦ Ideal for Performing

Simultaneous Diagnostics of
Tx and Rx Chains in Real Time

♦MAX9491 Preprogrammed
with 45MHz, 80MHz,
or 95MHz LO Settings

♦ Pin-Compatible Lowband and
Highband Versions

WCDMA/cdma2000Reference Design Also Available!See www.maxim-ic.com/WCDMAzif
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Next, normalize R1 to 1� and solve the equations for R1:

and

A network that synthesizes N gain values results in an
N�N matrix whose upper echelon equals the desired gains
minus one, in ascending order, and its lower echelon equals
negative one. To produce the resistor values for the desired
gains, invert the matrix and calculate its dot product with
a unity matrix. For example, a circuit requiring four gain val-
ues of three, five, 24, and 50 also requires five resistors. Stuff-
ing and solving the matrix yields:

Scale the resistors’ values to 1 k� and select the closest
available standard resistor values to produce gains of:

Figure 2 shows a parallel-resistor-ladder network. To select
a gain value, connect an additional resistor in parallel with
the other resistors. A circuit with N discrete gains requires
N resistors in the ladder; an additional gain resistor, RG; and
N�1 switches. Equation 14 describes the circuit’s gain in
the general case:

and Equation 15 describes the parallel-resistor combination
for each gain:

The nth value of RP equals the nth�1 value of RP in par-
allel with the ladder’s nth resistor. Solve the following equa-
tions for the nth resistor value:

and

To find the desired network’s resistors, select the desired
gain values and RG and then use Equation 14 to calculate
the parallel values. Use the resulting values to solve Equa-
tion 15 and find the required resistor values. As in the pre-
vious example, a circuit must produce gain values of three,
five, 24, and 50. Four gain values require four resistors. Let
RG�1�. Solving Equation 14 for the parallel-values matrix
yields:

Substituting these values into Equation 15 yields the resis-
tors’ values:

and

Scaling to 1 k� and selecting the closest available stan-
dard-value resistors yields gains of:

Reference 1 provides a review of the matrix math.EDN

R E F E R E N C E
Freeman, Larry, “Review of Matrices,” Math Refresher,

Dec 19, 2005, http://mathrefresher.blogspot.com/
2005/12/review-of-matrices.html.
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WORLD'S FASTEST, SMALLEST AND LOWEST
POWER, 2-CHANNEL, TRUE-DIFFERENTIAL 

8-/10-/12-BIT ADCs
90% Smaller and 40% Less Power Consumption than Closest Competition

SPI and QSPI are trademarks of Motorola, Inc.
MICROWIRE is a trademark of National Semiconductor Corp.
*Future product—contact factory for availability.
†1000-up recommended resale FOB USA. Price provided is for design guidance and is FOB USA. International prices will differ due to local duties, taxes, and exchange rates. Not all
packages are offered in 1k increments, and some may require minimum order quantities.

♦No Missing Codes, ±1 LSB INL
♦True Differential Analog Inputs
♦Bipolar or Unipolar Programmable

♦1.8V to 3.6V Digital I/O
♦+3V and +5V Versions
♦SPI™, QSPI™, and MICROWIRE™ Interface

www.maxim-ic.com

1-800-777-2776

D I S T R I B U T I O N

1-888-MAXIM-IC 1-800-332-8638

FREE A/D Converters Design Guide—Sent Within 24 Hours!
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-998-8800 (7:00 a.m.–5:00 p.m. PT)

For a Design Guide or Free Sample

Distributed by Maxim/Dallas Direct!, Arrow, Avnet Electronics Marketing, Digi-Key, and Newark.
The Maxim logo is a registered trademark of Maxim Integrated Products, Inc. The Dallas Semiconductor logo is a registered trademark of Dallas Semiconductor Corp.

© 2006 Maxim Integrated Products, Inc. All rights reserved.

Part Resolution
(Bits)

Supply Voltage
(V)

Conversion Rate
(Msps) Package Price†

($)

MAX1332* 12 +4.75 to +5.25 3 16-TQFN 6.50
MAX1333 12 +2.7 to +3.6 2 16-TQFN 6.25
MAX1334* 10 +4.75 to +5.25 4 16-TQFN 3.75
MAX1335 10 +2.7 to +3.6 4 16-TQFN 3.37
MAX1336* 8 +4.75 to +5.25 6 16-TQFN 1.85
MAX1337 8 +2.7 to +3.6 6 16-TQFN 1.85
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Bessel and Butterworth Filters

The SIM965 Analog Filter is ideal for
applications where Bessel or Butterworth
filters are needed. High-pass and low-pass
filtering are both included, with up to
48 dB/octave rolloff. The cutoff frequency
may be set with 3-digit resolution.

Up to eight SIM965 modules can be
housed in one SIM900 mainframe.
Mainframes can be cascaded, allowing an
unlimited number of filter channels.

All SIM965 functions can be programmed
from a computer through the SIM900
mainframe.  RS-232 and GPIB interfaces
are supported.

• 1 Hz to 500 kHz

• 3-digit resolution

• High-pass or low-pass 

• Selectable rolloff

• Continuous time filter
SIM965 ... $995 (U.S. list)

Stanford Research Systems

All filters shown tuned to 1 kHz cutoff

(408)744-9040
www.thinkSRS.com
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Aluminum terminal case
houses desktop, wall-
mounted electronics

Housing desktop and wall-mount-
ed electronics, the Unidesk alu-

minum terminal cases features die-cast-
aluminum end panels, a sloping front
enclosure, and extruded front and rear
profiles. Aiming at point-of-sale termi-
nals, medical and wellness equipment,
machine controllers, and test-and-meas-
urement devices, the cases have a re-
movable base panel and mounting points
for M2 pc-board screw pillars. The enclo-
sures have four nonslip rubber feet, and
a wall-mounting kit is also available.
Three models are available in 7.87�
7.87�4.01-, 11.81�7.87�4.04-, and
15.75�7.87�4.01-in. sizes. Front panels
come in Type FF anodized-aluminum
panels fitted from the front with M4 fixing screws and Type
RF unfinished-aluminum panels fitted from the rear by M3
studs. Type RF panels suit membrane keypads or product labels.
The Unidesk terminal cases cost $148.
OKW Enclosures, www.okwenclosures.com

productroundup

Screw-plug terminal enclosures 
feature a quarter-turn-twist lid

The lightweight, high-strength, thermoplastic E4TP
terminal enclosure suits harsh environments. Features

include a quarter-turn-twist lid that opens into a termination-
connection workspace, an O-ring gasket providing a water-
tight seal when you secure it with the self-tapping set screw,
and 0.25-, 0.5-, and 0.75-in. conduit openings. The screw-
plug enclosures can rotate and set for fixed-conduit locations,
providing easy access to the terminal connection.
Chromalox, www.chromalox.com

EasyPlug CompactPCI enclosures
have multiple backplane options

The Type 39 1U EasyPlug CompactPCI HA family of
enclosures features 9U cPCI backplanes, including plug-

gable 47-pin connectors for
hot-swapping power supplies.
Backplanes come in standard
cPCI, H.110, or PICMG (PCI
Industrial Computer Manu-

�

�

COOLING AND ENCLOSURES

�
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facturers Group) 2.16 options. Pluggable
fan-tray headers and shelf-management
modules are available with built-in re-
dundancy options. The enclosures com-
ply with PICMG and IEEE 1101.10/.11
specifications and feature side-to-side,
200-cfm cubic ft/minute cooling; 300-
mm depths; and rear-I/O options. Prices
for the Type 39 HA family start at $700.
Elma Electronics Inc, www.elma.com

40-mm fan provides 
22-cfm airflow

Targeting low-profile, 1U-high
applications, the dc ball-bearing

AP4056 series fans measure 40�56 mm
and deliver 22.3 cfm (cubic ft/minute) of
airflow for a 12V input. Drawing 15W,
the fan has a 39-dB-maximum noise
level. Featuring a 50,000-hour MTBF in

a 0 to 40�C environment, the device also
includes a one-year warranty. The AP-
4056 series costs $14.71 (1000).
Air Performance Tech, www.
airperformancetech.com

Handheld enclosures
withstand harsh 
environments

Comprising top and base moldings
that fit together with deep tongue-

and-groove features and four self-tapping
screws, Tekbox enclosures suit outdoor
and harsh industrial environments. The
IP 65 features a rubber gasket in the
groove of the top sections of the case,
providing a high-performance seal,
which frequent opening does not affect.
Targeting test-and-measurement instru-

ments, mobile-data-collection units, en-
vironmental-monitoring equipment,
and medical devices, the enclosures come
in four rectangular sizes and two T-shaped
sizes. External dimensions range from
4.96�2.67�0.96 to 7.87�3.7�1.24 in.,
and the units come in off-white or black
ABS (UL 94 HB). The Tekbox enclo-
sures cost $9.
Teko Enclosures, www.
tekoenclosures.com

productroundup

�

COOLING AND ENCLOSURES
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ACROSS
5 A measure of the capability of a DAQ

system to faithfully indicate the value
of the measured signal

7 Simple. Complete. USB data acquisi-
tion system

8 NI is traded on NASDAQ under this 
ticker symbol

9 An open standard and a rugged PC-
based platform for measurement and
automation applications

10 This combines LEGOTM bricks and NI
LabVIEW to introduce engineering con-
cepts to students of all ages

12 An event that occurs in order to begin
an acquisition or generation

14 Devices that convert a physical phe-
nomenon into a measurable electrical
signal

15 Circuitry and components to protect
from high-voltage transients, ground
loops, and common mode voltages

16 Industry leading data acquisition series
of devices from NI

17 The smallest unit of data in digital 
operation

20 Compact, high-performance measure-
ment hardware devices

25 Acquiring two or more different signals
at the same time

26 A general purpose bus for connecting
instruments and computers

27 A graphical development environment
for creating flexible and scalable test,
measurement and control applications

Go to www.edn.com/crossword to complete 
the crossword online and to view the puzzle’s solution.

Register and complete the puzzle today to be eligible 
to win a FREE iPod!

Word Playin’ DOWN
1 Small, rugged programmable automa-

tion controller with hot-swappable
industrial I/O modules

2 Increases productivity and lowers cost
through flexible

3 Containing one or more type of I/O
operation on a single device

4 New high-speed PC-bus with serial,
point-to-point topology

6 18 bits of this provides 262,144 
discrete levels

11 Streaming New USB technology
enabling high-speed bidirectional
streaming

13 Butterworth, Chebyshev, Elliptic,
Bessel, etc.

18 He helped discover that a signal 
must be sampled at least twice as 
fast as the bandwidth of the signal to 
accurately reconstruct a signal

19 He helped to derive mathematical 
operations that transforms a signal
from the time domain to the frequency
domain, and vice versa

21 Fundamental components used to 
digitize and generate analog signals

22 PC-bus with external connection for
hot-swappable, plug-and-play operation

23 Unwanted signals
24 A semiconductor device containing

programmable logic components that 
can be reprogrammed based on vary-
ing functionality requirements
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The Programmable Logic CompanySM

www.xilinx.com/virtex5

Achieve highest system speed 
 and better design margin with 

the world’s first 65nm FPGAs.

Virtex™-5 FPGAs feature ExpressFabric™ technology on 65nm triple-oxide 

process. This new fabric offers the industry’s first LUT with six independent 

inputs for fewer logic levels, and advanced diagonal interconnect to enable 

the shortest, fastest routing. Now you can achieve 30% higher 

performance, while reducing dynamic power by 35% and area by 45% 

compared to previous generations. 

Design systems faster than ever before

Shipping now, Virtex-5 LX is the first of four platforms optimized for 

logic, DSP, processing, and serial. The LX platform offers 330,000 logic 

cells and 1,200 user I/Os, plus hardened 550 MHz IP blocks. Build deeper 

FIFOs with 36 Kbit block RAMs. Achieve 1.25 Gbps on all I/Os without 

restrictions, and make reliable memory interfacing easier with enhanced 

ChipSync™ technology. Solve SI challenges and simplify PCB layout with our 

sparse chevron packaging. And enable greater DSP precision and dynamic 

range with 550 MHz, 25x18 MACs. 

Visit www.xilinx.com/virtex5, view the TechOnline webcast, and give 

your next design the ultimate in performance. 

The Ultimate System Integration Platform

Ultimate Performance…
Pe

rf
o

rm
an

ce

Logic
Fabric

Performance

On-chip
RAM

550 MHz

DSP
32-Tap Filter

550 MHz

I/O LVDS
Bandwidth
750 Gbps

I/O Memory
Bandwidth
384 Gbps

Virtex-5 FPGAs Virtex-4 FPGAs Nearest Competitor

Numbers show comparision with nearest competitor
Based on competitor’s published datasheet numbers

1.4 x

1.3 x 1.6 x

2.4 x

4.4 x

Industry’s 
fastest
90nm FPGA 
benchmark

©2006 Xilinx, Inc. All rights reserved. XILINX, the Xilinx logo, and other designated brands included herein are trademarks of Xilinx, Inc. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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MAKE SURE TO CHECK THE EXPIRATION DATE

ON THE LANGUAGE YOU PLAN TO USE.

INTEGRATED SYSTEM DESIGN    +    DESIGN FOR MANUFACTURING    +    ELECTRONIC SYSTEM LEVEL DESIGN    +    FUNCTIONAL VERIFICATION

THE EDA TECHNOLOGY LEADER

©2006 Mentor Graphics Corporation. All Rights Reserved. Mentor Graphics is a registered trademark of Mentor Graphics Corporation.

Functional Verification    If you buy a loaf of bread and it goes bad, so what? You’re out

a loaf of bread. Buy into a verification tool using a single-vendor language like Vera or 

“e” and you’re in for trouble. Questa,  Mentor Graphics’ advanced functional verification 

platform, is the industry’s most comprehensive solution, and offers you all of the new, 

standard verification like SystemVerilog, PSL and SystemC. So if you’re doing coverage-

driven verification, transaction-level verification or using assertions, choose a solution 

that will stay fresh for years. Go to www.mentor.com/questa or call 800.547.3000.

TM

FunctVerif_BreadAd_8x11.eps 4/24/06 4:17:36 PM
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Enter and win Ryder Cup tickets
Electronics Weekly in association with 
Analog Devices is offering you the 
chance to win pairs of tickets to attend 
the fi nal weekend of the Ryder Cup golf 
tournament at the K Club Kildare in Ireland 
on September 24. 
To enter the prize draw for the chance to 
win two tickets to attend the Ryder Cup 
on the fi nal Saturday or Sunday all you 
have to do is cast your vote for what you 
consider the product innovation of the 
year from the list of six products below:   

1. The Bug DAB digital radio from PURE

2. Smart fabric touchpads from Eleksen 

3. Eyescreen miniature television from 

OLED fi rm MicroEmissive Displays

4. PSP games console from Sony

5. ROKR E1 mobile phone and iTunes music 

player from Motorola 

6. The Sony Reader paperback sized e-book 

It only takes a minute to vote so don’t wait, go to www.electronicsweekly.com
How to vote
To cast your vote for Product Innovation of the Year 
go to the Electronics Weekly website at 
www.electronicsweekly.com and follow the link.
Entry details
All votes and entries to the prize-draw must be 
completed by August 14, 2006. One vote per 
individual and the prize-draw is not open to employees 
of Reed Business Information and Analog Devices.

The prize-draw will be made after the closing date 
and the winners notifi ed by email.

There will be two separate prizes.
1st prize – 2 tickets to the Final Day of the Ryder 
Cup – Sunday 24th September 2006 K Club 
Kildare Ireland
2nd prize – 2 tickets to the Ryder Cup – Saturday 
23rd September 2006 

Flights to Dublin are not included. 

Each ticket package includes:
- Accommodation for one night
- Car Parking
- Coach Transfer to the Golf Course
- Offi cial Ryder Cup Programme
- Course Admission Badge
- Full Day at Ryder Cup Matches
- Four-Course Dinner
- Full Complimentary Bar

The Readers’ Choice for Product Innovation of the Year will be announced at the 
Elektra 2006 Electronics Industry Awards in Munich in November.

Award for Innovation 
Readers’ Choice

Vote for the innovation of the year and win tickets to the 2006 Ryder Cup
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www.PelicanOEM.com 
Log on or call 800.473.5422 to re-
ceive a free OEM Solutions Kit. It 
includes foam samples, CAD fi les, 
and all the information you need to 
learn how you can install and pro-
tect your equipment in a Pelican 
Protector™ Case.

edn575344_pel.indd   1 1/31/2006   6:24:34 PM

• Same Sensor Invented by Polaroid to Focus Cameras!
• Electrostatic Transducer and Drive Module in One

Complete Package!
• Non-Contact Ranging and Measurement from 6" to over 40'!
• Perfect Sensor for Non-Contact Measurements, Liquid or

Bulk Level Sensing, Proximity Sensing, Robot Guidance
• We Sell Complete Ranging Kits and Components

Phone 734-953-4783
Fax 734-953-4518

www.senscomp.com

Just Add
Power!!
Just Add
Power!!

Complete Ultrasonic
Ranging Sensor –
Complete Ultrasonic
Ranging Sensor –

USB  CANbus  I2C  RS232/485  GPS

www.sael ig.com

SSaelig Co. Inc.
ph: 1-888-7-SAELIG
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USB to I2C
for PC’s

NEW! UCA93LV - bus-powered
USB I2C interface - great for laptops!
400kHz bus monitoring / addr. filtering!
Also: PCI93LV - PCIbus version I2C
master/slave/bus-monitor.      $499.00

All in one!
CleverScope - 100 MHz

Scope, Spectr.Anal, LogicAnal, & SigGen.
for PCs. 4 Msamples storage!  Easy A-B,
math!  2 x 10 bit ch, 8 dig. I/P. Opt.  0-10
MHz SigGen.+ math + filters.
CS328                                    only $999!

Tel: (818)772-5463
Fax: (818)772-5473

P.O. Box 10358, Canoga Park, CA 91309 USA

Untitled-1 1 12/20/2005 11:02:38 AM
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literaturelink
“The engineering professional’s link to technical literature”

To advertise in this section call Judy Keseberg at 800-417-5370

RELEASE//21, EMULATION
TECHNOLOGY’S NEW CATALOG
ET’s new easy to use, full-line catalog provides
engineers and test managers the means to quickly
solve problems and get back on track. The cat-
alog compliments ET’s online store, providing
engineers with the solutions they need.
Order your copy:
www.emulation.com/021
DESIGN. CONNECT. DELIVER.
Emulation Technology, Inc.
2344 Walsh Avenue
Building F, Santa Clara, CA 95051
1-800-232-7837
www.emulation.com

SURGE PROTECTION
• COAXIAL Surge Suppressors for PCS,

GPS, RF Equipment
• AC Protector UL1449
• DC/DATA Line Protectors

• Surge Arrester Gas Tubes
• Voltage from 75V To 2500V
• Available in Surface Mount

CITEL, Inc.
800-248-3548  FAX: 305-621-0766
www.citelprotection.com

BATTERIES SHORT FORM
CATALOG WITH TECHNICAL
DATA ON CD-ROM
Panasonic’s broad line of battery sizes and chem-
istries is condensed for review in this new 16-page,
4-color catalog with technical data and compa-
ny overview on enclosed CD-ROM. Batteries
covered include NiCd, NiMH, Lithium, Li-ion,
VRLA and Alkaline. Easy-to-use tables give
technical specifications for model numbers.

Toll Free: 1-877-726-2228
oembatteries@us.panasonic.com
www.panasonic.com/batteries

AC POWER DISTRIBUTION
& CONTROL SYSTEMS
Product is rack or strip mounted with:
Circuit Breaker Protection, EMI/RFI Filtering,
Spike/Surge Protection, Remote Power
On/Off, Remote Reboot, Emergency Shutdown,
Redundant Power, Sequential Power Up/Down
and power regulation Agency systems. ISO
9001:2000 Certified.

Pulizzi Engineering, Inc.
3200 S. Susan St., Santa Ana, CA 92704-6839
Sales: 605-334-8999 or 800-870-2248
Fax: 605-334-2611  E-mail: sales@pulizzi.com
Web Site: http://www.pulizzi.com

SINGLE BOARD COMPUTERS
PC/104-Plus, EPIC, and EBX embedded com-
puters feature processors from 586 to Pentium
M. Ideal for OEM applications. Benefits include
extended temperature operation, industrial I/O,
5-year product availability guarantee and
outstanding warranties. Voted a “Platinum”
embedded board vendor (VDC surveys,
2002-2005). Request a Free 2005/2006 catalog.

VersaLogic Corp.
Toll-free: (800) 824-3163
E-mail: info@VersaLogic.com
Web site: www.VersaLogic.com

NEW THYRISTOR DEVICE DATABOOK
Central’s 2006 Thyristor Databook features
SCRs and TRIACs in leaded and SMD packages.
This databook includes an extensive cross
reference, selection guide, detailed datasheets
and package specifications. Also featured is
Central ’s new Extended Range of SMD Thyristors.
To order your free copy visit:
www.centralsemi.com/catalog.
Central Semiconductor Corp.
145 Adams Avenue
Hauppauge, New York 11788 USA
631.435.1110 Fax: 631.435.1824
Email: salesinquiry@centralsemi.com
Web: www.centralsemi.com
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FREE WASHER CATALOG!
Boker’s FREE, 56-page 2006 Catalog has over 
20,000 non-standard sizes available with no tool 
charges. Outside diameters of 0.080” to 5.140”, a 
wide range of IDs, thicknesses, and 2,000 mate-
rial variations provide millions of possibilities.  
Materials include low carbon steel sheet, five 
types of spring steel, stainless steel, aluminum, 
brass, copper, nickel silver and non-metallics.
— FAST DELIVERY — 
BOKER’S,INC. 
ISO 9001:2000 Registered 
TOLL-FREE: 888-927-4377  
FAX: 800-321-3462
www.bokers.com    sales@bokers.com 

DESIGN GUIDE FOR OPTICAL 
ENCODERS
This Guide provides a comprehensive summary 
of optical encoders, accessories and interface 
electronics. Included are design examples, 
absolute and incremental encoders, shafted and 
hollow-shaft styles as well as serial output versions. 
Special sections include hazardous environments.
Call 1-800-ENCODER or visit our web site at 
www.beiied.com.

For more information on how to 
place  your ad in this section

please contact:
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JUDY KESEBERG
T: 800-417-5370

E-mail: judy.keseberg@reedbusiness.com

literaturelink        

NI CompactDAQ
NI CompactDAQ provides the plug-and-play 
simplicity of USB to sensor, electrical, mechan-
ical, and physical measurements. NI Compact-
DAQ provides fast and accurate data acquisition 
in a small, simple and affordable system.
•  Hi-Speed USB for up to 3.2MS/s signal 

 streaming
• Multiple connectivity options for sensors and signals
•  Modules have built-in signal conditioning and are hot-swappable
• Simple setup with HW auto-detection
•  Driver for LabVIEW and text based languages included
To take a virtual tour of NI CompactDAQ visit www.ni.com/info and enter ebk24p
National Instruments 
info@ni.com
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Vendors have pushed approaches ranging from hovering airships (see www.edn.com/article/CA6339271) acting
as wireless access points to massive mesh RF networks as the no-wires answer to last-mile links where no fiber

exists. Several start-ups, meanwhile, focused on an optical approach—with no fiber optics required. The technology, FSO
(free-space optics), relies on rooftop lasers and sensors to deliver high-speed point-to-point links between buildings. The
target market includes both carrier-deployed services and enterprise-LAN connections between buildings, with data
rates in excess of 1 Gbps.

Alas, San Diego-based LightPointe communications closed back in June—the last-standing FSO-focused business.
Previously, AirFiber and Maxima Corp had exited the FSO business. Meanwhile, San Jose-based TeraBeam still offers
some FSO products, although its primary focus is RF. A San Diego Union Tribune story on LightPointe’s closing calculat-
ed the venture funding raised by the four at more than $300 million. Moreover, the story pointed out that early this
decade, at least one analyst predicted a $900 million market by this year.

Unlike some failed technologies, FSO did find some success. Unfortunately for the FSO players, RF technologies such
as Wi-Fi and emerging WiMax got cheap at the wrong time. Moreover, the line-of-sight requirement and real-word obsta-
cles ranging from birds in flight to fog hobbled FSO.—by Maury Wright

Free-space optics: last-mile link fogged in
�

YESTERDAY’S HYPE MEETS TODAY’S REALITY

realitycheck

STATS Total FSO venture funding: more than $300 million / 2006 market projection: $900 million
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A DMM that works like you do
in the 21st century
A DMM that works like you do

Enter the next generation of digital multimeters, the Agilent

34410A and 34411A DMMs. Take readings at 1,000, 10,000,

even 50,000 readings per second. Log data automatically

and with more reading storage. Detect peak inputs as short

as 20 µS. View two measurements at once via the dual

display. Take advantage of expanded measurement ranges.

Even measure temperature or capacitance.

Based on years of working closely with our customers,

these new DMMs are pure Agilent; instruments designed

to work the way you do.  And because they’re Agilent, they

are the only DMMs with a fully open configuration, so you

can easily integrate them into your workflow, regardless of

I/O connectivity to your PC.

To look at all the new features and specs of this next

generation of multimeters, and to download our new appli-

cation note, 8 Hints for Making Better Digital Multimeter

Measurements, go to www.get.agilent.com/dmmcall.

© Agilent Technologies, Inc. 2006   

Agilent 34410A digital multimeter
• >150x faster reading rate at 6.5 digits*
• Improved accuracy*
• Open I/O with LAN (LXI Class C compliant), USB and GPIB
• 100x more reading storage*
• Dual display

Agilent 34411A digital multimeter
All of the above plus:
• 50,000 readings per second at 4.5 digits
• Analog level, pre- & post-triggering
• Additional 1M reading memory

*Compared to Agilent’s industry leading 34401A digit multimeter

Call a sales engineer who is ready to help 
with your next multimeter purchase.
u.s. 1-800-829-4444 ext. 5462
canada 1-877-894-4414 ext. 5462

in the 21st century
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Get in touch
with any
application.
PSoC–® based
Capacitive Touch Sensing

CYPRESS CAPSENSE CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

Cypress, the Cypress logo and PSoC are registered trademarks of Cypress Semiconductor Corporation. All other trademarks are properties of their respective owners. ©2006 Cypress Semiconductor Corporation. All rights reserved.

F O R  M O R E  I N F O R M A T I O N
For a free online or face-to-face seminar 

with PSoC CapSense experts, visit
w w w . c y p r e s s . c o m / t o u c h

CapSense Device Selector Guide

Device Resources Available Package

CY8C21x34 8KB Flash, 512B RAM, I2C, SPI 16-SOIC, 20-SSOP, 
28-SSOP, 5x5 mm 32-MLF

CY8C24x94 16 KB Flash, 1KB RAM, 8x8 mm 56-MLF
I2C, Full-speed USB, SPI 

Simple. Flexible. Integrated. CapSense. Capacitive

sensing replaces mechanical buttons, switches, touchpads,

sliders, and proximity detectors in systems from cell phones

and cars to notebook PCs, white goods and industrial appli-

cations. Immune to environmental wear-and-tear, Cypress’s

cost-effective CapSense solution leverages the flexibility 

of our configurable PSoC® mixed-signal array and brings

elegance, economy and functionality to your designs.

Cypress’s CapSense solution integrates multiple 
buttons/sliders/ touchpads on a single chip, 
using no external resistors or capacitors

■ Flexible implementation vs. hard-coded ASICs 
or fixed-function modules

■ Easy serial communications with I2C, SPI and 
USB interfaces 

■ Easy-to-use PSoC tools provide system-level 
embedded design with quick time-to-market

PSoC® CapSense implementation with two buttons and a slider 
using a single PSoC device. 
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